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Appendix A: Card Sorting Experiment Results

                  

A1. Example of the paper-cards used in the experiments              
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A2. Results of the card-sorting sessions, organized per 
volunteers.

                   

 Table  A2-1
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Table  A2-12
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A3. Summary of the mappings between criteria and meta-
criteria

Table  A3-1
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A4. All the sorts’ results, organized according to the Meta-
criteria  

Table  A4-1

Table  A4-2
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Appendix B: OCML representation of the 

philosophical ontology

;;; -*- Mode: LISP; Syntax: Common-lisp; Base: 10; Package: OCML;   -
*-

;; PhiloSurfical-CRM ontology

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;; At the beginning of each class-specification, we put a reference 
to the 
;;;; origin of the class, e.g. ‘AKT’ or ‘CIDOC’.
;;;; If the class is created by us, we used ‘PhiloSurfical’ as a 
prefix.
;;;; All comments to imported classes also have the ‘PhiloSurfical’ 
prefix.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(in-package "OCML")

(def-class PhiloSurfical-entity ()
"++PhiloSurfical: The top class for the PhiloSurfical ontology - 
gathers together the CRM specifications and the primitive values used 
by them ad the other integrated ontologies. We have not defined any 
slot at this level, since it serves mostly for organizational needs")

(def-class crm-entity (PhiloSurfical-entity)
"E1 - CIDOC - This class comprises all things in the universe of 
discourse. It is an abstract concept providing for three general 
properties: 1. Identification by name or appellation 2. Classification 
by type, allowing further refinement of the specific subclass an 
instance belongs to  3. Attachment of free text for the expression of 
anything not captured by formal propertieS 
++PhiloSurfical: We have renamed this class, which was originally the 
crm-entity. we have commented the belongs-to relation. Appellation is 
again the value of identified slot, cause we want to support multi-
lingual reference, for sure, plus the fact that conceptual object are 
ofter referenced to with different names."
 ((has-note :type string)
  (has-type :type type)
  (has-uri :type uri)
  (is-identified-by :type appellation)))

(def-class dimension (crm-entity)    
"E54 - CIDOC "
 ((has-unit :type measurement-unit)
  (has-value :type number)))

(def-class QUANTITY (dimension) ?qun
"++PhiloSurfical: This class comes from AKT support ontology. It has 
the same slot specs as dimension, however we left it here cause many 
(akt) time-related entities depend on it! Hopefully the slot-renaming 
declaration will solve all the name related issues"
 ((has-unit-of-measure :type measurement-unit)
  (has-magnitude :type number))
  :slot-renaming ((has-unit-of-measure has-unit)
                  (has-magnitude has-value)))
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(def-class place (crm-entity)
"E53 - CIDOC - This class comprises extents in space, in particular on 
the surface of the earth, in the pure sense of physics: independent 
from temporal phenomena and matter. The instances of E53 Place are 
usually determined by reference to the position of 'immobile' objects 
such as buildings, cities, mountains, rivers, or dedicated geodetic 
marks. A Place can be determined by combining a frame of reference and 
a location with respect to this frame. It may be identified by one or 
more instances of E44 Place Appellation."
 ((consists-of :type place)
  (falls-within :type place)  
  (overlaps-with :type place)
  (is-identified-by :type place-appellation)))

(def-class primitive-value (PhiloSurfical-entity)
“E59 -CIDOC - This class comprises primitive values used as 
documentation elements, which are not further elaborated upon within 
the model.  As such they are not considered as elements within our 
universe of discourse. No specific implementation recommendations are 
made. 
PhiloSurfical: Included as is. Here we can add primitives from the 
basic ocml ontology, or from the akt one, in order to 1) make the 
PhiloSurfical ontology completely self-contained, and 2) rely on 
primitives which match the W3c SW basic datatypes standard (cf.)"
 ())

(def-class time-primitive (primitive-value)
"E61 - CIDOC - This class comprises instances of E59 Primitive Value 
for time that should be implemented with appropriate validation, 
precision and interval logic to express date ranges relevant to 
cultural documentation.  
++PhiloSurfical:  we have integrated a time ontology based on the akt 
one + Allen's specifications. To be further investigated."
 () )

(def-class number (primitive-value)
"E60 -CIDOC - This class comprises any encoding of computable 
(algebraic) values such as integers, real numbers, complex numbers, 
vectors, tensors etc., including intervals of these values to express 
limited precision.  
++PhiloSurfical: it seems that the number spec works as it is, getting 
the right subclasses form the OCML base ontology. We might want to 
check this better in the future, and possibly integrate directly a 
number-types ontology."
 () )

(def-class integer (number)
"++PhiloSurfical: Inserted in PhiloSurfical for consistency issues 
with the AKT classes")

(def-class string (primitive-value)
"E62 - CIDOC This class comprises the instances of E59 Primitive 
Values used for documentation such as free text strings, bitmaps, 
vector graphics, etc."
 :sufficient-for-type-checking (string ?x))
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;; time specifications (imported from previous work at KMI)
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class time-specification (crm-entity)
"E52 - CIDOC Renamed as time specification, as a span may be expressed 
as a time point on some level of granularity. 
++PhiloSurfical: Integrated with the CIPHER time ontology based on 
Allen."
 ((is-identified-by :type time-appellation)))

(def-class YEAR-IN-TIME (integer time-primitive) ?x
 "A year-in-time must be an integer and integer can be a year-in-
time"
 :iff-def (integer ?x)
        :avoid-infinite-loop t)

(def-class MONTH-IN-TIME (positive-integer time-primitive)?x
  "A month-in-time is an integer in the interval 1-12"
  :iff-def (and (positive-integer ?x)(< ?x 13) )
  :prove-by  (member ?x '(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ))
  :no-proofs-by (:iff-def))

(def-class DAY-IN-TIME (positive-integer time-primitive)?x
  "A day-in-time is an integer in the interval 1-31"
  :iff-def (and (positive-integer ?x)(< ?x 32) )
  :prove-by  (member ?x '(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23
                          24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31))
  
  :no-proofs-by (:iff-def))

(def-class HOUR-IN-TIME (non-negative-integer time-primitive) ?x
  "A hour-in-time is an integer in the interval 0-23"
  :iff-def (and (non-negative-integer ?x)(< ?x 24) )
  :prove-by  (member ?x '(0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
18 19 20 21 22 23))
  :no-proofs-by (:iff-def))
      

(def-class MINUTE-IN-TIME (non-negative-integer time-primitive) ?x
  "A minute-in-time is an integer in the interval 0-59"
  :iff-def (and (non-negative-integer ?x)(< ?x 60) )
  :prove-by  (member ?x '(0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
                          30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
                          59))
  :no-proofs-by (:iff-def))

(def-class SECOND-IN-TIME (real-number time-primitive)?x
  "A second-in-time is a real number greater or equal to 0, less than 
60"
  :iff-def (and (real-number ?x)(not (< ?x 0))(< ?x 60))
  :avoid-infinite-loop t)
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(def-class frequency-of-occurence (time-primitive)
“Added for PhiloSurfical”)
;;; a couple of standard instances
(def-instance unique frequency-of-occurence)
(def-instance sporadic frequency-of-occurence)
(def-instance frequent frequency-of-occurence)
(def-instance habitual frequency-of-occurence)

(def-class TIME-POINT (time-specification) ?tp
 ((second-of :type second-in-time :max-cardinality 1)
  (minute-of :type minute-in-time :max-cardinality 1)
  (hour-of :type hour-in-time :max-cardinality 1)
  (day-of :type day-in-time :max-cardinality 1)
  (month-of :type month-in-time :max-cardinality 1)
  (year-of :type year-in-time :max-cardinality 1))
 :constraint (and (not (and (month-of ?x 2)
                            (> (the ?day (day-of ?x ?day))
                               29)))
                  (not (and (member-of ?x (4 6 9 11))
                            (> (the ?day (day-of ?x ?day))
                               30))))) 

(def-relation IDLE-TIME-POINT (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :iff-def (and (= (second-of-tp ?tp) 0)
               (= (minute-of-tp ?tp) 0)
               (= (hour-of-tp ?tp) 0)
               (= (day-of-tp ?tp) 0)
               (= (month-of-tp ?tp) 0)
               (= (year-of-tp ?tp) 0)))

(def-function SECOND-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?second (second-of ?tp ?second)))

(def-function MINUTE-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?minute (minute-of ?tp ?minute)))

(def-function HOUR-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?hour (hour-of ?tp ?hour)))

(def-function DAY-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?day (day-of ?tp ?day))) 

(def-function MONTH-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?month (month-of ?tp ?month)))

(def-function YEAR-OF-TP (?tp)
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :body (the ?year (year-of ?tp ?year)))
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(def-class TIME-INTERVAL (time-specification) ?int
"An interval is a period of time elapsed between the start of an event 
and end of an event.The start of an event is precedes the end of an 
event. (Ref. J.F.Allen (1983), Maintaining knowledge about temporal 
intervals)."
 ((has-start-time :type time-point :max-cardinality 1)
  (has-end-time :type time-point :max-cardinality 1)
  (has-unit-of-measure :type measurement-unit))
 :constraint (time-point-precedes (the ?st (has-start-time ?int ?st))
                                  (the ?et (has-end-time ?int ?et))))

(def-class DAY (time-interval)
  ((has-duration :value 24-hour-duration)))

(def-class WEEK (time-interval)
  ((has-duration :value 7-day-duration)))

(def-class MONTH (time-interval))

(def-class JANUARY (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class FEBRUARY (month)
  ((has-duration :default-value 28-day-duration)))

(def-class FEBRUARY-IN-LEAP-YEARS (february)
  ((has-duration :value 29-day-duration)))
  
(def-class MARCH (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class APRIL (month)
  ((has-duration :value 30-day-duration)))

(def-class MAY (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class JUNE (month)
  ((has-duration :value 30-day-duration)))

(def-class JULY (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class AUGUST (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class SEPTEMBER (month)
  ((has-duration :value 30-day-duration)))

(def-class OCTOBER (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class NOVEMBER (month)
  ((has-duration :value 30-day-duration)))

(def-class DECEMBER (month)
  ((has-duration :value 31-day-duration)))

(def-class YEAR (time-interval)
  ((has-duration :value 12-month-duration)))
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(def-function TIME-INTERVAL-DURATION (?interval) -> ?duration
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?interval)
                  (duration ?duration))
 :body (time-point-difference  (the ?et (has-end-time ?interval ?et))
                               (the ?st (has-start-time ?interval ?
st))))

(def-class TIME-RANGE (time-interval) ?tr
 )

(def-function TIME-RANGE-DURATION (?tr) -> ?duration
  :constraint (and (time-range ?tr)
                   (duration ?duration))
  :body (time-point-difference (the ?et (has-end-time ?tr ?et))
                               (the ?st (has-start-time ?tr ?st))))

(def-class DURATION (quantity time-primitive)   ;; is physical-
quantity already there??????
  "A measure of time, e.g., 5 hours"
  ((has-unit-of-measure :type time-appellation)  ;; used to be time-
measure!
   ))

(def-instance 24-HOUR-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure hour)
   (has-magnitude 24)))

(def-instance 7-DAY-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure day)
   (has-magnitude 7)))

(def-instance 28-DAY-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure day)
   (has-magnitude 28)))

(def-instance 29-DAY-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure day)
   (has-magnitude 29)))

(def-instance 30-DAY-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure day)
   (has-magnitude 30)))

(def-instance 31-DAY-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure day)
   (has-magnitude 31)))

(def-instance 12-MONTH-DURATION duration
  ((has-unit-of-measure year)
   (has-magnitude 12)))

(def-function MAGNITUDE-OF-DURATION (?dur) -> ?mag
 :constraint (and (duration ?dur)
                  (number ?mag))
 :body (the ?mag (has-magnitude ?dur ?mag)))
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(def-function UNIT-OF-DURATION (?dur) -> ?uom
 :constraint (and (duration ?dur)
                  (measurement-unit ?uom))
 :body (the ?uom (has-unit-of-measure ?dur ?uom)))
 

(def-class CALENDAR-DATE (time-point)
 "A calendar date is a time point in which month, day and year have 
  been specified"
  ((day-of :type day-in-time :cardinality 1)
   (month-of :type month-in-time :cardinality 1)
   (year-of :type year-in-time :cardinality 1)))

(def-function UNIVERSAL-TIME-ENCODER (?tp)
"This function encodes the standard structure of time-point into 
universal-time structure."
 :constraint (time-point ?tp)
 :lisp-fun '(lambda (?tp)
              (encode-universal-time (the-slot-value ?tp 'second-of)
                                     (the-slot-value ?tp 'minute-of)
                                     (the-slot-value ?tp 'hour-of)
                                     (the-slot-value ?tp 'day-of)
                                     (the-slot-value ?tp 'month-of)
                                     (the-slot-value ?tp 'year-of))))

(def-class UNIVERSAL-TIME (time-specification) ?x
 :constraint (integer ?x))

(def-function DECODE-TIME-POINT-FROM-UNIVERSAL-TIME (?ut)
 :constraint (universal-time ?ut)
 :lisp-fun '(lambda (?ut)
              (multiple-value-bind
                  (second minute hour day month year ignore1 ignore2 
ignore3)
                  (decode-universal-time ?ut)
                (name 
                 (define-domain-instance (gentemp "TIME-POINT") 'time-
point 
                                         `((second-of ,second)
                                           (minute-of ,minute)
                                           (hour-of ,hour)
                                           (day-of ,day)
                                           (month-of ,month)
                                           (year-of ,year)))))))

(def-function TIME-POINT-DIFFERENCE (?tp-1 ?tp-2)
"This function calculates the difference of two universal-time 
strctures."
 :constraint (and (time-point ?tp-1)
                  (time-point ?tp-2))
 :body (decode-time-point-from-universal-time
        (- (universal-time-encoder ?tp-1) (universal-time-encoder ?
tp-2))))
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(def-function TIME-POINT-SUM (?tp-1 ?tp-2)
"This function calculates the sum of two universal-time structures."
 :constraint (and (time-point ?tp-1)
                  (time-point ?tp-2))
 :body (decode-time-point-from-universal-time
        (+ (universal-time-encoder ?tp-1) (universal-time-encoder ?
tp-2)))) 

(def-relation DURATION-IS-LESS-THAN (?d1 ?d2)
 :constraint (and (duration ?d1)
                  (duration ?d2))
 :iff-def (< (the ?magnitude1 (has-magnitude ?d1 ?magnitude1))
             (the ?magnitude2 (has-magnitude ?d2 ?magnitude2))))
                  

(def-instance second measurement-unit)

(def-instance minute measurement-unit)

(def-instance hour measurement-unit)

(def-instance day measurement-unit)

(def-instance month measurement-unit)

(def-instance year measurement-unit)

;;;**;;;Following are some relations for the Time-Ranges;;;*;;;

(def-relation TIME-POINT-PRECEDES (?time-point-1 ?time-point-2)
"This relation states that a time-point-1 precedes a time-point-2."
 :constraint (and (time-point ?time-point-1)
                  (time-point ?time-point-2))
 :iff-def (< (universal-time-encoder ?time-point-1)
             (universal-time-encoder ?time-point-2)))

            
(def-relation FOLLOWS (?time-point-1 ?time-point-2)
 "This relation relation states that a time-point ?time-point-2 
follows a time-point ?time-point-1."
 :constraint (and (time-point ?time-point-1)
                  (time-point ?time-point-2))
 :iff-def (time-point-precedes ?time-point-2 ?time-point-1)) 
            

(def-relation TIME-POINTS-EQUAL (?time-point-1 ?time-point-2)
 :constraint (and (time-point ?time-point-1)
                  (time-point ?time-point-2))
 :iff-def (and (= (minute-of ?time-point-1)
                  (minute-of ?time-point-2))
               (= (second-of ?time-point-1)
                  (second-of ?time-point-2))
               (= (hour-of ?time-point-1)
                  (hour-of ?time-point-2))
               (= (day-of ?time-point-1)
                  (day-of ?time-point-2))
               (= (month-of ?time-point-1)
                  (month-of ?time-point-2))
               (= (year-of ?time-point-1)
                  (year-of ?time-point-2))))
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;;;These are BASIC relations;;;

(def-relation BEFORE (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means time-range-1 is before the time-range-2."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (time-point-precedes (the ?et (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?
et))
                    (the ?st (has-start-time ?time-range-2 ?st))))

(def-relation AFTER (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means time-range-1 is after the time-range-2."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (time-point-precedes (the ?et (has-end-time ?time-range-2 ?
et))
                               (the ?st (has-start-time ?time-
range-1 ?st))))

(def-relation IS-AFTER (?time-range-2 ?time-range-1)
"It means that time-range-2 starts after the time-range-1 is 
finished."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (follows (the ?st (has-start-time ?time-range-2 ?st))
                   (the ?et (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?et))))

(def-relation MEETS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that time-range-2 starts at the same time when time-range-1 
ends."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the ?et (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?
et))
                             (the ?st (has-start-time ?time-range-2 ?
st))))

(def-relation OVERLAPS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that two time-ranges overlaps with each other."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the ?st-1 (has-start-time ?time-
range-1 ?st-1))
                                    (the ?st-2 (has-start-time ?time-
range-2 ?st-2)))
               (follows (the ?et-1 (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?et-1))
                        (the ?st-2 (has-start-time ?time-range-2 ?
st-2)))
               (time-point-precedes (the ?et-1 (has-end-time ?time-
range-1 ?et-1))
                                    (the ?et-2 (has-end-time ?time-
range-2 ?et-2)))))
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(def-relation STARTS-SIMULTANEOUSLY (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that both the time-ranges starts at the same time."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the ?st-1 (has-start-time ?time-
range-1 ?st-1))
                             (the ?st-2 (has-start-time ?time-
range-2 ?st-2))))
                         

(def-relation FINISHES-SIMULTANEOUSLY (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that both the time-ranges finishes at the same time but 
time-range-1 starts after time-range-2."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the ?et-1 (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?
et-1))
                             (the ?et-2 (has-end-time ?time-range-2 ?
et)-2)))

(def-relation TIME-RANGE-EQUALS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that both the time-ranges starts and finsihes at the same 
time."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-equals (the ?st-1 (has-start-time ?time-
range-1 ?st-1))
                                  (the ?st-2 (has-start-time ?time-
range-2 ?st-2)))
               (time-point-equals (the ?et-1 (has-end-time ?time-
range-1 ?et-1))
                                  (the ?et-2 (has-end-time ?time-
range-2 ?et-2)))))

(def-relation TIME-POINT-WITHIN-INTERVAL (?tp ?interval)
 :constraint (and (time-point ?tp)
                  (time-interval ?interval))
 :iff-def (and (or (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp second-of))
                   (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp minute-of))
                   (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp hour-of))
                   (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp day-of))
                   (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp month-of))
                   (follows (the-slot-value ?interval has-end-time)
                            (the-slot-value ?tp year-of)))
               (or (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp second-
of))
                   (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp minute-
of))
                   (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp hour-of))
                   (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp day-of))
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                   (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp month-of))
                   (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?interval has-
start-time)
                                        (the-slot-value ?tp year-
of)))))

;;;These are DERIVED Relations;;;

(def-relation IS-DURING (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It means that time-range-2 is in between (during) the the start and 
end time of time-range-1."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the ?st-1 (has-start-time ?time-
range-1 ?st-1))
                                    (the ?st-2 (has-start-time ?time-
range-2 ?st-2)))
               (follows (the ?et-1 (has-end-time ?time-range-1 ?et-1))
                        (the ?et-2 (has-end-time ?time-range-2 ?
et-2)))))

(def-relation BEFORE-OR-EQUAL (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It says that either one time range is before the other or is equal to 
the other time range."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (before ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (meets ?time-range-1 ?time-range2)))

(def-relation AFTER-OR-EQUAL (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It says that either one time range is after the other or is equal to 
the other time range."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (after ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (meets ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)))

(def-relation IS-AFTER-THAN (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when one time range is after the otehr time range."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (is-after ?time-range-2 ?time-range-1))

(def-relation DURING-OR-EQUAL (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when one time range is-during the other time range or both 
these time ranges starts or finishes simultaneously or they are equal 
to each other."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (is-during ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (starts-simultaneously ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (finishes-simultaneously ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (time-range-equals ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)))
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(def-relation OVERLAPS-OR-MEETS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when two time ranges either overlaps with each other or 
meets each other." 
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (overlaps ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (meets ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)))

(def-relation OVERLAPS-OR-EQUALS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when two time ranges either overlaps with each other and 
are equal to each other."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (overlaps ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (time-range-equals ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2))) 

(def-relation STARTS-OR-EQUAL (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when two time ranges either starts simulataneously or are 
equal to each other."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (starts-simultaneously ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (time-range-equals ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)))

(def-relation FINISHES-OR-EQUALS (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true when two time ranges finishes simultaneously or are equal 
to each other."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (finishes-simultaneously ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (time-range-equals ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)))

(def-relation DISJOINT-TIME-RANGES (?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
"It is true if either time-range-1 is before time-range-2 or time-
range-2 is before time-range-1."
 :constraint (and (time-range ?time-range-1)
                  (time-range ?time-range-2))
 :iff-def (or (before ?time-range-1 ?time-range-2)
              (before ?time-range-2 ?time-range-1)))

(def-relation DUE-DATE-EARLIER-THAN-OTHER (?dd1 ?dd2)
"It says that if each of the slot value of due-date-1 precedes every 
slot-value of due-date-2 then due-date-1 is earlier-than due-date-2."
 :constraint (and (calendar-date ?dd1)
                  (calendar-date ?dd2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?dd1 day-of)
                                    (the-slot-value ?dd2 day-of))
               (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?dd1 month-of)
                                    (the-slot-value ?dd2 month-of))
               (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?dd1 year-of)
                                    (the-slot-value ?dd2 year-of))))
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(def-relation DUE-DATE-LATER-THAN-OTHER (?dd2 ?dd1)
"It says that is each of the slot value of due-date-2 follows every 
slot-value of due-date-1 then due-date-2 is later than due-date-1."
 :constraint (and (calendar-date ?dd1)
                  (calendar-date ?dd2))
 :iff-def (and (follows (the-slot-value ?dd2 day-of)
                        (the-slot-value ?dd1 day-of))
               (follows (the-slot-value ?dd2 month-of)
                        (the-slot-value ?dd1 month-of))
               (follows (the-slot-value ?dd2 year-of)
                        (the-slot-value ?dd1 year-of))))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;The following relations are defined for the time intervals exactly 
as it is described in J F Allen's paper.

(def-relation TIME-INTERVAL-BEFORE (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-
time)
                                    (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-
time))
               (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                                    (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-
time))))

(def-relation TIME-INTERVAL-EQUAL (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (and (time-points-equal (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-time)
                                  (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-
time))
               (time-points-equal (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                                  (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-
time))))

(def-relation time-interval-meets (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-time)
                             (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-time)))

(def-relation time-interval-overlaps (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-
time)
                                    (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-
time))
               (follows (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                        (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-time))
               (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                                    (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-
time))))
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(def-relation time-interval-during (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-
time)
                                    (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-
time))
               (follows (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                        (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-time))))

(def-relation time-interval-starts (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-start-time)
                             (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-start-time)))

(def-relation time-interval-finishes (?ti1 ?ti2)
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2))
 :iff-def (time-points-equal (the-slot-value ?ti1 has-end-time)
                             (the-slot-value ?ti2 has-end-time)))

(def-relation time-interval-elapsed-by (?ti1 ?ti2)
"This relation states, if one interval precedes another interval, 
then, it says, by how much time another interval succeeds the prior 
interval."
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2)
                  (has-start-time ?ti1 ?st1)
                  (has-end-time ?ti1 ?et1)
                  (has-start-time ?ti2 ?st2)
                  (has-end-time ?ti2 ?et2))
 :iff-def (or (time-point-precedes ?et1 ?st2)
              (= ?et1
                 (+ (?st2 (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ?et1 ?st2)))))))

(def-relation time-interval-during-delay-and-lag (?ti1 ?ti2)
"This relation states that if two intervals are during each other, and 
if one interval delays or lag from the other interval, it states by 
how much margin the interval has delayed or laged."
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (has-start-time ?ti1 ?st1)
                  (has-end-time ?ti1 ?et1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2)
                  (has-start-time ?ti2 ?st2)
                  (has-end-time ?ti2 ?et2))
 :iff-def (and (or (follows ?st2 ?st1)
                   (= ?st2
                      (+ (?st1 
                          (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ?st2 ?st1))))))
               (or (time-point-precedes ?st2 ?et1)
                   (= ?et1
                      (+ (?et2
                          (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ?et1 ?et2))))))))
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(def-relation time-interval-overlap-or-lag (?ti1 ?ti2)
"This relation states that if two intervals are overlapping each 
other, and if one interval lags another interval, then it says by how 
much margin these intervals are laged."
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (has-start-time ?ti1 ?st1)
                  (has-end-time ?ti1 ?et1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2)
                  (has-start-time ?ti2 ?st2)
                  (has-end-time ?ti2 ?et2))
 :iff-def (and (time-point-precedes ?st1 ?st2)
               (or (and (time-point-precedes ?st2 ?et1)
                        (time-point-precedes ?et1 ?et2))
                   (= ?et1
                      (+ (?st1
                          (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ?et1 ?st2))))))))

(def-relation time-interval-starts-by (?ti1 ?ti2)
"This relation states that if two intervals starts at the same time, 
and if one interval finishes after another interval then it says by 
how much margin the interval finishes over other." 
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (has-start-time ?ti1 ?st1)
                  (has-end-time ?ti1 ?et1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2)
                  (has-start-time ?ti2 ?st2)
                  (has-end-time ?ti2 ?et2))
 :iff-def (and (time-points-equal ?st1 ?st2)
               (or (time-point-precedes ?et1 ?et2)
                   (= ?et2
                      (+ (?et1
                          (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ?et2 ?et1))))))))

(def-relation time-interval-finishes-dalay (?ti1 ?ti2)
"This relation stats that if two interval finishes at the same time, 
but they have different start-time, then it says, by how much time 
these two intervals differ in terms of thri start times."
 :constraint (and (time-interval ?ti1)
                  (has-start-time ?ti1 ?st1)
                  (has-end-time ?ti1 ?et1)
                  (time-interval ?ti2)
                  (has-start-time ?ti2 ?st2)
                  (has-end-time ?ti2 ?et2))
 :iff-def (and (or (follows ?st1 ?st2)
                   (= ?st1
                      (+ (?st2
                          (= ?diff-tp
                             (time-point-difference ??st1 ?st2))))))
               (time-points-equal ?et1 ?et2)))
                

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;; end of time specifications
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;; persistent-item branch
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class persistent-item (crm-entity)
"E77-CIDOC - This class comprises items that have a persistent 
identity, sometimes known as 'endurants' in philosophy.  They can be 
repeatedly recognized within the duration of their existence by 
identity criteria rather than by continuity or observation. Persistent 
Items can be either physical entities, such as people, animals or 
things, or conceptual entities such as ideas, concepts, products of 
the imagination or common names. The criteria that determine the 
identity of an item are often difficult to establish -; the decision 
depends largely on the judgement of the observer. "
    () )

(def-class thing (persistent-item)
"E70-CIDOC - This general class comprises usable discrete, 
identifiable, instances of E77 Persistent Item that are documented as 
single units.  They can be either intellectual products or physical 
things, and are characterized by relative stability. They may for 
instance either have a solid physical form, an electronic encoding, or 
they may be logical concept or structure.
++PhiloSurfical: The Cidoc version we had presented a has-dimension 
slot at this level, which did not make much sense to us (how to apply 
it to abstract concepts?) thus we moved it under physical-thing.."
 ((had-a-general-use :type type)
  (shows-features-of :type thing)))

 
(def-class legal-object (thing)
"E72-CIDOC - This class comprises those material or immaterial items 
to which instances of E30 Right, such as the right of ownership or 
use, can be applied.  This is true for all E18 Physical Thing. In the 
case of instances of E28 Conceptual Object, however, the identity of 
the E28 Conceptual Object or the method of its use may be too 
ambiguous to reliably establish instances of E30 Right, as in the case 
of taxa and inspirations.”
 ((is-subject-to :type right)
  (right-held-by :type actor)))

(def-class man-made-thing (thing)
"E71-CIDOC - This class comprises discrete, identifiable man-made 
items that are documented as single units. These items are either 
intellectual products or man-made physical things, and are 
characterized by relative stability.
++PhiloSurfical: We added a slot was-made-by, which is a shortcut for 
the lengthier event-based representation " 
 ((has-title :type title) 
  (was-intended-for :type type)
  (was-made-by :type Actor) ))
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(def-class physical-thing (legal-object)
"E18 -CIDOC - This class comprises all persistent physical items with 
a relatively stable form, man-made or natural. Depending on the 
existence of natural boundaries of such things, the CRM distinguishes 
the 
instances of E19 Physical Object from instances of E26 Physical 
Feature, such as holes, rivers, pieces of land etc.
++PhiloSurfical: has-dimension slot was originally of thing, but it 
makes more sense here. We also have omitted the properties: P49 has 
former or current keeper, P51 has former or current owner, P58 has 
section definition, P59 has section. P53 has former or current 
location has been renamed to has-location. Has-current-keeper and 
owner moved down to man-made-object"
 ((has-condition :type condition-state)
  (has-dimension :type dimension)  
  (is-composed-of :type physical-thing)
  (has-location :type place)
  (has-owner :type Actor)
  (has-keeper :type Actor)
  (consists-of :type material))) 

(def-class physical-object (physical-thing)
"E19 - CIDOC - This class comprises items of a material nature that 
are units for documentation and have physical boundaries that separate 
them completely in an objective way from other objects. The class also 
includes all aggregates of objects made for functional purposes of 
whatever kind, independent of physical coherence, such as a set of 
chessmen. Typically, instances of E19 Physical Object can be moved (if 
not too heavy).  In some contexts, such objects, except for 
aggregates, are also called 'bona fide objects' (Smith-Varzi, 2000, 
pp.401-420), i.e. naturally defined objects.
++PhiloSurfical: two locations slots have been omitted - the inherited 
has-location seems to be enough. Is-identified-by and has-preferred-
identifier have been moved down to man-made-object"
 ((bears-feature :type physical-feature)
  (has-number-of-parts :type number)))

(def-class biological-object (physical-object)
"E20 - CIDOC - This class comprises individual items of a material 
nature, which live, have lived or are natural products of or from 
living organisms. "
 () )

(def-class physical-man-made-thing (man-made-thing physical-thing)
"E24-CIDOC  - This class comprises all persistent physical items that 
are purposely created by human activity. This class comprises man-made 
objects, such as a swords, and man-made features, such as rock art "
 ((depicts :type crm-entity) ;;(is depicted by)
  (shows-visual-item :type 2d-expression)
  (carries :type information-object))) 

(def-class collection (physical-man-made-thing)
"E78 -CIDOC - This class comprises aggregations of physical items that 
are assembled and maintained (\"curated\" and \"preserved,\" in 
museological terminology) by one or more instances of E39 Actor over 
time for a specific purpose and audience, and according to a 
particular collection development plan "
 ((has-curator :type Actor)))
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(def-class man-made-object (physical-man-made-thing physical-object)
" E22-CIDOC - This class comprises physical objects purposely created 
by human activity. The difference with physical-man-made-thing is that 
the latter can also include man-made-features, which do not have a 
distinct existence as objects "
 ((is-identified-by :type object-identifier)   
  (has-preferred-identifier :type object-identifier)
  (has-current-keeper :type Actor)
  (has-current-owner :type Actor)))

(def-class information-carrier (man-made-object)
"E84-CIDOC - This class comprises all instances of E22 Man-Made Object 
that are explicitly designed to act as persistent physical carriers 
for instances of E73 Information Object. This allows a relationship to 
be asserted between an E19 Physical Object and its immaterial 
information contents. An E84 Information Carrier may or may not 
contain information, e.g., a diskette. Note that any E18 Physical 
Thing may carry information, such as an E34 Inscription. ***However, 
unless it was specifically designed for this purpose, it is not an 
Information Carrier. Therefore the property P128 carries (is carried 
by) applies to E18 Physical Thing in general "
 ())

(def-class item (information-carrier)
"FRBR : the information carrier that exemplifies a manifestation, i.e. 
indirectly a production plan"
((exemplifies :type Manifestation :cardinality 1)))

(def-class physical-feature (physical-thing)
"E26 -CIDOC- This class comprises identifiable features that are 
physically attached in an integral way to particular physical 
objects."
 () )

(def-class man-made-feature (physical-man-made-thing physical-feature)
"E25-CIDOC - This class comprises physical features that are purposely 
created by human activity, such as scratches, artificial caves, 
artificial water channels, etc."
  () )

(def-class site (physical-feature)
"E27-CIDOC  - This class comprises pieces of land or sea floor. In 
contrast to the purely geometric notion of E53 Place, this class 
describes constellations of matter on the surface of the Earth or 
other celestial body, which can be represented by photographs, 
paintings and maps. "
    () )

(def-class actor (persistent-item)
"E39-CIDOC - This class comprises people, either individually or in 
groups, who have the potential to perform intentional actions for 
which they can be held responsible. "  
 ((has-contact-point :type contact-point) 
  (has-current-or-former-residence :type place)  
  (possesses :type right) 
  (is-identified-by :type actor-appellation) 
  (has-currently-or-formerly-worked-for:type organization)   
  (has-conceived :type propositional-content)   
  (has-created :type work)   
  (has-realized :type expression)  
  (has-produced :type manifestation))) 
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(def-class individual (actor)
"++PhiloSurfical: If we have a group class, I don't see why not 
putting also this one" 
())

(def-class person (individual biological-object)
"E21-CIDOC - This class comprises real persons who live or are assumed 
to have lived. Legendary figures that may have existed, such as 
Ulysses and King Arthur, fall into this class if the documentation 
refers to them as historical figures. In cases where doubt exists as 
to whether several persons are in fact identical, multiple instances 
can be created and linked to indicate their relationship. The CRM does 
not propose a specific form to support reasoning about possible 
identity. 
++PhiloSurfical : The class has no slots in CIDOC. We added the gender 
slot, which has no associated event; the has-social-role slot, cause 
it's not something we want to record as an event (even if it would be 
possible), but just a property useful for classifying thinkers; the 
dates/places of birth/death are shortcuts, cause often we do not want 
to model the birth/death events for everybody, but still want some 
basic info about it. In the case of philosophers, in fact, this is not 
needed cause people do not usually dispute these information, but more 
their intellectual subscriptions. However, sometimes we are interested 
in modeling such events, so in the future we need to construct an 
axiom which establishes the priority of one or the other information, 
or the inference of the existence of an event, from the value of the 
person slots."
 ((has-gender :type gender)
  (has-date-of-birth :type time-specification)  
  (has-date-of-death :type time-specification) 
  (has-birth-place :type place)   
  (has-death-place :type place)
  (has-social-role :type social-role)))

(def-class group (actor)
"E74-CIDOC - This class comprises any gatherings or organizations of 
two or more people that act collectively or in a similar way due to 
any form of unifying relationship. A gathering of people becomes an 
E74 Group when it exhibits organizational characteristics usually 
typified by a set of ideas or beliefs held in common, or actions 
performed together. 
++PhiloSurfical : Has current or former member  has been changed to 
present tense. Since we can have groups of people and organization, we 
introduces also the subclass group-of-people. (for groups of objects 
there is already the class collection"
 ((has-member :type actor)))

(def-class Group-Of-People (Group)
"++PhiloSurfical: we added this class to refer explicitly to groups 
composed only by people"
 ((has-member :type person)))

(def-class Belief-Group (Group-Of-People)
"++PhiloSurfical: Group of people united by a shared set of beliefs - 
it is a social object also because we identify it tx to the belief 
shared"
 ((shares-belief :type View :min-cardinality 1)
  (has-related-intellectual-event :type intellectual-movement)))
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(def-class Philosophical-school (Belief-group) ?p
"++PhiloSurfical: E.g. the stoics or the circle of vienna, intended as 
the people composing them" 
 ((has-related-philo-event :type Philosophical-movement))
 :constraint  (and  (shares-belief ?p ?v)
                    (belong-to-area ?v ?a)
                    (branch-of-philosophy ?a)))

(def-class Political-group (Belief-group)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class Religious-group (Belief-group)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class legal-body (group)
"E40-CIDOC - This class comprises institutions or groups of people 
that have obtained a legal recognition as a group and can act 
collectively as agents.
++PhiloSurfical: we have added a set of organizations, partly taken 
from AKT. See below."
   () )

;;; ******** organization imported from AKT  (and slightly modified) 

(def-class ORGANIZATION (legal-body)
"AKT - An organization is a type of legal agent.
++PhiloSurfical: the original slot has-affiliated-person has been 
overridden by has-member:agent; the has-size slot not needed in this 
context. "
 ((organization-part-of :type organization)
  (has-sub-unit :type organization-unit)
  (headed-by :type person)))

(def-class POLITICAL-ORGANIZATION (organization)
"AKT - An organization which has a political connotation")

(def-class ORGANIZATION-UNIT (legal-body)
"AKT - An organization may have a number of units. Units may 
themselves have sub-units.
++PhiloSurfical: we have taken out all the address related slots, 
cause actors already have the has-contact slot. Same as above, for 
has-size and has-affiliated-person"
 ((unit-of-organization :type organization)
  (sub-unit-of-organization-unit :type organization-unit)
  (has-sub-unit :type organization-unit)
  (headed-by :type person))) 

(def-rule UNIT-OF-ORGANIZATION-IS-TRANSITIVE
 ((unit-of-organization ?u ?o)
  if
  (sub-unit-of-organization-unit ?u ?u-super)
  (unit-of-organization ?u-super ?o)))
   

(def-class PUBLISHING-HOUSE (organization)
"AKT - ")
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(def-class NON-PROFIT-ORGANIZATION (organization)
"AKT - ")

(def-class PROFIT-ORGANIZATION (organization)
"AKT - "
  ((subsidiary-of :type profit-organization)))

(def-class PARTNERSHIP (profit-organization)
  "AKT - A partnership is not necessarily a company, e.g. a 
consultancy firm is not a company")

(def-class COMPANY (profit-organization)
"AKT - ")

(def-class PRIVATE-COMPANY (company)
"AKT - ")

(def-class PUBLIC-COMPANY (company)
"AKT - ")

(def-class INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATION (profit-organization )
"AKT - ")

(def-class GOVERNMENT-ORGANIZATION (non-profit-organization)
"AKT - ")

(def-class CIVIL-SERVICE (GOVERNMENT-ORGANIZATION)
"AKT - ")

(def-class GOVERNMENT (GOVERNMENT-ORGANIZATION)
"AKT - "
  ((government-of-country :type country)))

(def-class CHARITABLE-ORGANIZATION (non-profit-organization)
"AKT - ")

(def-class LEARNING-CENTRED-ORGANIZATION (organization)
"AKT - ++PhiloSurfical: quite a useful class")

(def-class R-and-D-INSTITUTE (learning-centred-organization )
"AKT - ")

(def-class R-and-D-INSTITUTE-WITHIN-LARGER-ORGANIZATION (r-and-d-
institute organization-unit)
"AKT - ")

(def-class EDUCATIONAL-ORGANIZATION (learning-centred-organization)
"AKT - ++PhiloSurfical: quite a useful class")

(def-class R-AND-D-INSTITUTE-WITHIN-EDUCATIONAL-ORGANIZATION (R-and-D-
INSTITUTE-WITHIN-LARGER-ORGANIZATION)
"AKT - ")

(def-class HIGHER-EDUCATIONAL-ORGANIZATION (educational-organization)
"AKT - "
  ((has-academic-unit :type academic-unit) 
   (has-support-unit :type academic-support-unit)))

(def-rule HAS-ACADEMIC-UNIT-IMPLIES-HAS-ORGANIZATION-UNIT
  ((has-sub-unit ?x ?y)
   if
   (has-academic-unit ?x ?y)))
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(def-rule HAS-SUPPORT-UNIT-IMPLIES-HAS-ORGANIZATION-UNIT
  ((has-sub-unit ?x ?y)
   if
   (has-support-unit ?x ?y)))

(def-class UNIVERSITY (higher-educational-organization)
"AKT - "
  ((has-faculty :type university-faculty)
   (has-vice-chancellor :type person))
  :slot-renaming ((has-vice-chancellor headed-by)))

(def-class DISTANCE-TEACHING-UNIVERSITY (university)
"AKT - ")

(def-class SCHOOL (educational-organization)
"AKT - ")

(def-class EDUCATIONAL-ORGANIZATION-UNIT (organization-unit) ?x
"AKT - "
  ((unit-of-organization :type educational-organization)
   )
  :iff-def (and (unit-of-organization ?x ?y)
                (educational-organization ?y)))
                
(def-class ACADEMIC-UNIT (educational-organization-unit)
"AKT - "
  ((unit-of-organization :type university)
   ))

(def-class UNIVERSITY-FACULTY (academic-unit)
"AKT - ")

(def-class ACADEMIC-SUPPORT-UNIT (educational-organization-unit)
"AKT - ")

(def-class GEO-POLITICAL-ENTITY (organization)
"++PhiloSurfical -  ")  

(def-class Continent (GEO-POLITICAL-ENTITY ))

(def-class City (GEO-POLITICAL-ENTITY )
 ((part-of-country :type country))) 
    
(def-class CAPITAL-CITY (city )
 ((is-capital-of :type country)))

(def-class country (GEO-POLITICAL-ENTITY)
 ((part-of-region :type Region)
  (part-of-continent :type Continent)))

(def-class Region (GEO-POLITICAL-ENTITY)
 ((part-of-continent :type Continent)
  (part-of-country :type country)))
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;; ******* CONTACT POINTS

(def-class contact-point (persistent-item)
"E51-CIDOC - This class comprises identifiers used to communicate with 
instances of E39 Actor. These include E-mail addresses, telephone 
numbers, post office boxes, Fax numbers, etc. Most postal addresses 
can be considered both as instances of E44 Place Appellation and E51 
Contact Point. "
    () )

;;; ********  APPELLATION

(def-class appellation (persistent-item)
"E41-CIDOC - This class comprises all proper names, words, phrases or 
codes, either meaningful or not, that are used or can be used to 
identify a specific instance of some class within a certain context. 
Instances of E41 Appellation do not identify objects by their meaning 
but by convention, tradition or agreement. From an implementation 
point of view, the class E41 Appellation is unlike most others, whose 
instances in a database can be considered as surrogates or references 
to real-world entities, in that each instance is nothing other than 
the E41 Appellation itself, i.e. the instance of E41 Appellation 
'Martin' is nothing other than the name 'Martin' which should not be 
confused with any instance of E21 Person or persons called Martin."
 ((has-alternative-form :type appellation) ))

(def-class title (appellation)
" E35-CIDOC - left as it was. "
())

(def-class URI (appellation)
"++PhiloSurfical : Unique Resource Identifier: a particular type of 
string")
  
(def-class URL (URI) 
"++PhiloSurfical -  A URL is a particular type of URI")

(def-class object-identifier (appellation)
E42-CIDOC - This class comprises codes assigned to objects in order to 
identify them uniquely within the context of one or more 
organizations.Such codes are often known as inventory numbers, 
registration codes, etc. and are typically composed of alphanumeric 
sequences."
    () )

(def-class ISBN-Number (object-identifier)
"++PhiloSurfical ")

(def-class place-appellation (appellation)
"E44-CIDOC - This class comprises any sort of identifier 
characteristically used to refer to an E53 Place. Instances of E44 
Place Appellation may vary in their degree of precision and their 
meaning may vary over time - the same instance of E44 Place 
Appellation may be used to refer to several places, either because of 
cultural shifts, or because objects used as reference points have 
moved around."
    ())
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(def-class place-name (place-appellation)
"E48-CIDOC - This class comprises particular and common forms of E44 
Place Appellation. Place Names may change their application over time: 
the name of an E53 Place may change, and a name may be reused for a 
different E53 Place"
    () )

(def-class section-definition (place-appellation)
"E46-CIDOC - This class comprises areas of objects referred to in 
terms specific to the general geometry or structure of its kind.The 
'prow' of the boat, the 'frame' of the picture, the 'front' of the 
building are all instances of E46 Section Definition. "
    () )

(def-class spatial-coordinates (place-appellation)
"E47-CIDOC - This class comprises the textual or numeric information 
required to locate specific instances of E53 Place within schemes of 
spatial identification. Coordinates are a specific form of E44 Place 
Appellation, that is, a means of referring to a particular E53 Place. 
Coordinates are not restricted to longitude, latitude and altitude. 
Any regular system of reference that maps onto an E19 Physical Object 
can be used to generate coordinates. 
++PhiloSurfical: we added some definition of coordinates, pointing to 
numbers. Boundary boxes define the space occupied by countries, as in 
Geonames.org. From there we can also retreive other information, such 
as the capital names!"
 ((has-latitude :type number)
  (has-longitude :type number)
  (has-altitude :type number)
  (has-bBoxWest :type number)
  (has-bBoxNorth :type number)
  (has-bBoxEast :type number)
  (has-bBoxSouth :type number)))

(def-class address (contact-point place-appellation)
"E45-CIDOC - This class comprises identifiers expressed in coding 
systems for places, such as postal addresses used for mailing. An E45 
Address can be considered both as the name of an E53 Place and as an 
E51 Contact Point for an E39 Actor. 
++PhiloSurfical: Address should provide some structure. For now this 
has been achieved through the slots has-street-number, has-street-
name, has-town-or-city-name, has-country"
 ())

(def-class time-appellation (appellation)
"CIDOC - This class comprises all forms of names or codes, such as 
historical periods, and dates, which are characteristically used to 
refer to a specific E52 Time-Specification. The instances of E49 Time 
Appellation may vary in their degree of precision, and they may be 
relative to other time frames, 'Before Christ' for example. Instances 
of E52 Time-Specification. are often defined by reference to a 
cultural period or an event e.g. 'the duration of the Ming Dynasty'."
    () )

(def-class date (time-appellation)
"E50-CIDOC - This class comprises specific forms of E49 Time 
Appellation."
    () )
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(def-class conceptual-object-appellation (appellation)
"E75-CIDOC - This class comprises all specific identifiers of 
intellectual products or standardized patterns, e.g. an ISBN number"
    () )

(def-class idea-appellation (conceptual-object-appellation)
"++PhiloSurfical - Class to refer to the names of concepts: typical of 
area is an interesting property, likely to be used in information 
extraction"
((typical-of-area :type Field-of-study)))

(def-class actor-appellation (appellation)
"CIDOC - This class comprises any sort of name, number, code or symbol 
characteristically used to identify an E39 Actor.  "
())

(def-rule people-appellations 
“PhiloSurfical: rule”
  (and (person ?x) (is-identified-by ?x ?y) (not (actor-appellation ?
y)))
  then 
  (exec (tell (actor-appellation ?y))))

(def-rule create-common-names 
"PhiloSurfical: If we do not want to bother creating all the common 
names....."
  (and (has-common-name ?c ?n) (not (concept-appellation ?n)))
  then 
  (exec (tell (concept-appellation ?n))))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;; temporal-entities
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class temporal-entity (crm-entity)
"E2-CIDOC  - This class comprises all phenomena, such as the instances 
of E4 Periods, E5 Events and states, which happen over a limited 
extent in time.  In some contexts, these are also called perdurants. 
This class is disjoint from E77 Persistent Item. This is an abstract 
class and has no direct instances. E2 Temporal Entity is specialized 
into E4 Period, which applies to a particular geographic area (defined 
with a greater or lesser degree of precision), and E3 Condition State, 
which applies to instances of E18 Physical Thing. 
++PhiloSurfical: The slot has-time-span is of type time-specification 
rather than span as it may be a time point. This is consistent with 
the CIPHER time ontology."
 ((has-time-specification :type time-specification)
  (is-equal-in-time-to :type Temporal-Entity) 
  (finishes :type Temporal-Entity) 
  (starts :type Temporal-Entity)   
  (occurs-during :type Temporal-Entity) 
  (occurs-before :type Temporal-entity)  
  (overlaps-in-time-with :type Temporal-Entity) 
  (meets-in-time-with :type Temporal-Entity)))  
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(def-class condition-state (temporal-entity)
"E3-CIDOC - This class comprises the state of objects characterized by 
a certain condition over a time span.”
 ((consists-of :type condition-state)
  (has-state :type type)))

(def-class period (temporal-entity)
"E4-CIDOC - This class comprises sets of coherent phenomena or 
cultural manifestations bounded in time and space. It is the social or 
physical coherence of these phenomena that identify an E4 Period and 
not the associated spatio-temporal bounds. [...] Typically this class 
is used to describe prehistoric or historic periods such as the 
'Neolithic Period', the 'Ming Dynasty' or the 'McCarthy Era'. There 
are however no assumptions about the scale of the associated 
phenomena. In particular all events are seen as synthetic processes 
consisting of coherent phenomena. Therefore E4 Period is a superclass 
of E5 Event. [...] Artistic style may be modeled as E4 Period. 
++PhiloSurfical: the subclasses intellectual movement and 
philosophical movement has been added as types of period."
 ((consists-of :type period)
  (falls-within :type period)  
  (overlaps-with :type period)
  (is-separated-from :type period)
  (took-place-at :type place)
  (took-place-on-or-within :type physical-object)))

(def-class Intellectual-movement (period)
"++PhiloSurfical : E.g. enlightememnt, or dadaism.. we will eventually 
differentiate other types of movement - artistic, etc.."
 ((has-related-group-of-people :type belief-group)
  (is-typified-by :type view)))    

(def-class Philosophical-movement (Intellectual-movement)
"++PhiloSurfical : E.g. stoicism, or platonism, or even atomism? or is 
this just a doctrine??? question here"
 ((has-related-group-of-people :type philosophical-school)
  (is-typified-by :type view)))

(def-class event (period)
"E5-CIDOC - This class comprises changes of states in cultural, social 
or physical systems, regardless of scale, brought about by a series or 
group of coherent physical, cultural, technological or legal 
phenomena. Such changes of state will affect instances of E77 
Persistent Item or its subclasses. The distinction between an E5 Event 
and an E4 Period is partly a question of the scale of observation. 
Viewed at a coarse level of detail, an E5 Event is an 'instantaneous' 
change of state. "
 ((had-participant :type actor)
  (occurred-in-the-presence-of :type persistent-item)))

(def-relation has-attended-event (?p ?event)
  :sufficient
  (and (?p person)
       (?event event)
       (had-participant ?event ?p)))
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(def-class activity (event)
"E7-CIDOC -This class comprises actions intentionally carried out by 
instances of E39 Actor that result in changes of state in the 
cultural, social, or physical systems documented. This notion includes 
complex, composite and long-lasting actions such as the building of a 
settlement or a war, as well as simple, short-lived actions such as 
the opening of a door. "
 ((carried-out-by :type Actor)  ;; performed
  (was-influenced-by :type crm-entity)
  (used-specific-object :type Thing)
  (was-motivated-by :type crm-entity)
  (was-intended-use-of :type man-made-thing)
  (had-specific-purpose :type activity)
  (continued :type activity)))

(def-class beginning-of-existence (event)
"E63-CIDOC - This class comprises events that bring into existence any 
E77 Persistent Item. It may be used for temporal reasoning about 
things (intellectual products, physical items, groups of people, 
living beings) beginning to exist; it serves as a hook for 
determination of a terminus postquem and antequem.  "
 ((brought-into-existence :type persistent-item)))

(def-class end-of-existence (event)
"E64-CIDOC - This class comprises events that end the existence of any 
E77 Persistent Item. It may be used for temporal reasoning about 
things (physical items, groups of people, living beings) ceasing to 
exist; it serves as a hook for determination of a terminus postquem 
and antequem. In cases where substance from a Persistent Item 
continues to exist in a new form, the process would be documented by 
E81 Transformation."
 ((took-out-of-existence :type persistent-item) ))

(def-class formation (beginning-of-existence activity)
"E66-CIDOC : This class comprises events that result in the formation 
of a formal or informal E74 Group of people, such as a club, society, 
association, corporation or nation.  "
 ((has-formed :type Group) ))

(def-class birth (beginning-of-existence)
"E67-CIDOC - This class comprises the birth of a human beings. E67 
Birth is a biological event focussing on the context of people coming 
into life.(E63 Beginning of Existence comprises the coming into life 
of any living beings). 
++PhiloSurfical: it many be the case, as noted by cipher, that some 
slots are not needed. For example, brought into life seems correct, 
but from another point of view it seems it could be easily replaced by 
the brought into existence of the beginning of existence class. For 
indicating the place, we have the slot took-place-at, inherited from 
period"
 ((by-mother :type person)
  (from-father :type person)
  (brought-into-life :type person)))

(def-class death (end-of-existence)
"E69-CIDOC  - This class comprises the deaths of human beings. If a 
person is killed, their death should be instantiated as E69 Death and 
as E7 Activity. The death or perishing of other living beings should 
be documented using E64 End of Existence."
 ((was-death-of :type Person)) )
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(def-class destruction (end-of-existence)
"E6-CIDOC - This class comprises events that destroy one or more 
instances of E18 Physical Thing such that they lose their identity as 
the subjects of documentation. "
 ((destroyed :type physical-thing)) )

(def-class dissolution (end-of-existence)
"E68-CIDOC - This class comprises the events that result in the formal 
or informal termination of an E74 Group of people.  If the dissolution 
was deliberate, the Dissolution event should also be instantiated as 
an E7 Activity. "
 ((dissolved :type Group)))

(def-class transformation (beginning-of-existence end-of-existence) 
"E81-CIDOC - This class comprises the events that result in the 
simultaneous destruction of one E77Persistent Item and the creation of 
another E77 Persistent Item that preserves recognizable substance from 
the first but has a fundamentally different nature and identity. [...] 
Instances of E81 Transformation are therefore distinct from re-
classifications (documented using E17 Type Assignment) or 
modifications (documented using E11 Modification) of objects that do 
not fundamentally change their nature or identity. "
 ((resulted-in :type Persistent-Item)  
  (transformed :type Persistent-Item))) 

(def-class experiment (activity)   
"++PhiloSurfical : used-specific-object comes from activity!"
 ((within-research-area :type problem-area)
  (has-background-theory :type view)  ;; very broad for now
  (has-assumption :type assumption)
  (proves-view :type view)))

(def-class modification (activity)
"E11-CIDOC - This class comprises all instances of E7 Activity that 
create, alter or change E24 Physical Man- Made Thing.  This class 
includes the production of an item from raw materials, and other so 
far undocumented objects, and the preventive treatment or restoration 
of an object for conservation.  Since the distinction between 
modification and production is not always clear, modification is 
regarded as the more generally applicable concept. 
++PhiloSurfical: Use-general-technique and used-specific-technique 
have been combined into one slot used-technique of type design-or-
procedure."
 ((has-modified :type Physical-man-made-thing)
  (used-technique :type procedure)
  (employed :type material)))

(def-class part-addition (modification)
"E79-CIDOC  - This class comprises activities that result in an 
instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing being increased, enlarged or 
augmented by the addition of a part.  "
 ((augmented :type Physical-man-made-thing)   
  (added :type Physical-thing))) 
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(def-class part-removal (modification)
"E80-CIDOC  - This class comprises the activities that result in an 
instance of E18 Physical Thing being decreased by the removal of a 
part. "
 ((diminished :type Physical-man-made-thing)  
  (removed :type Physical-thing)))  

(def-class move (activity)
   "E9-CIDOC  - This class comprises changes of the physical location 
of the instances of E19 Physical Object. Note, that the class E9 Move 
inherits the property P7 took place at (witnessed): E53 Place.This 
property should be used to describe the trajectory or a larger area 
within which a move takes place, whereas the properties P26 moved to 
(was destination of), P27 moved from (was origin of) describe the 
start and end points only. "
 ((moved :type Physical-Object) 
  (moved-to :type  Place)  
  (moved-from :type place)))  

(def-class journey (move)
"++PhiloSurfical: Added this class to refer to voluntary movement of 
humans. The slot carried-out-by, from activity, is renamed to has-
traveller"
 ((has-traveler :type person))
 :slot-renaming ((has-traveler carried-out-by)))
   
(def-class production (beginning-of-existence modification)
"E12-CIDOC - This class comprises activities that are designed to, and 
succeed in, creating one or more new items.  It specializes the notion 
of modification into production. The decision as to whether or not an 
object is regarded as new is context sensitive. [...] This entity can 
be collective: the printing of a thousand books, for example, would 
normally be considered a single event "
 ((has-produced :type Physical-Man-Made-Thing) ))  

(def-class PUBLICATION-EVENT (production)   
"++PhiloSurfical: this class is inspired from the AKT reference 
ontology. The slots have been slightly modified  -from event-product 
to has-published. The information-carrier is the physical object 
produced, while manifestation is the abstract reification of the 
publication product "
 ((has-produced-manifestation :type manifestation)
  (has-published :type information-carrier))
  :slot-renaming ((has-published has-produced)))  
  

(def-class transfer-of-custody (activity)
"E10-CIDOC - This class comprises transfers of physical custody of 
objects between instances of E39 Actor.  The distinction between the 
legal responsibility for custody and the actual physical possession of 
the object should be expressed using the property P2 has type (is type 
of). A specific case of transfer of custody is theft "
 ((custody-surrendered-by :type actor)
  (custody-received-by :type actor)
  (transferred-custody-of :type Physical-thing)) )
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(def-class acquisition (activity)
"E8-CIDOC - This class comprises transfers of legal ownership from one 
or more instances of E39 Actor to one or more other instances of E39 
Actor. "
 ((transferred-title-from :type actor)
  (transferred-title-to :type actor)
  (transferred-title-of :type physical-thing)) )

;; claims are a subclass of attribute assignment
(def-class attribute-assignment (activity)
"E13-CIDOC - This class comprises the actions of making assertions 
about properties of an object or any relation between two items or 
concepts. This class allows the documentation of how the respective 
assignment came about, and whose opinion it was. All the attributes or 
properties assigned in such an action can also be seen as directly 
attached to the respective item or concept, possibly as a collection 
of contradictory values. "
 ((assigned-attribute-to :type crm-entity)
  (assigned :type crm-entity)))

(def-class condition-assessment (attribute-assignment)
"E14-CIDOC - This class describes the act of assessing the state of 
preservation of an object during a particular period "
 ((has-identified :type condition-state) 
  (concerned :type Physical-thing)))  

(def-class identifier-assignment (attribute-assignment)
"E15-CIDOC - This class comprises actions assigning or de-assigning 
object identifiers. Examples of such identifiers include Find Numbers 
and Inventory Numbers" 
 ((assigned :type object-identifier)
  (deassigned :type object-identifier)
  (registered :type Physical-object) ))

(def-class type-assignment (attribute-assignment)
"E17-CIDOC - This class comprises the actions of classifying items of 
whatever kind. Such items include objects, specimens, people, actions 
and concepts "
 ((assigned :type type)
  (classified :type crm-entity)))

(def-class measurement (attribute-assignment)
"E16-CIDOC - This class comprises actions measuring physical 
properties and other values that can be determined by a systematic 
procedure"
 ((observed-dimension :type dimension)
  (measured :type thing)))

(def-class social-activity (activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Class comprising all the events where the social 
component, i.e. th presence of various persons, is essential to their 
existence"
 ((had-participant :type person)))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; from AKT events

(def-class social-gathering (social-activity)
"AKT : ")
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(def-class conference (social-gathering)
"AKT : "
  ((published-proceedings :type conference-Proceedings-Reference)))

(def-class workshop (social-gathering)
"AKT : "
  ((published-proceedings :type workshop-Proceedings-Reference)))

(def-class seminar (social-gathering)
"AKT : "
  ((published-proceedings :type workshop-Proceedings-Reference))) ;; 
we havent defined any specific proceedings yet..

(def-class meeting (social-gathering)
"++PhiloSurfical: A meeting type of event. Note that both attendee and 
organizer have  multiple cardinality"
  ((meeting-attendee :type person)
   (meeting-organizer :type person))
  :slot-renaming ((meeting-organizer carried-out-by)  
                  (meeting-attendee  had-participant)))

(def-class close-social-contact (social-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Class that refers to encounters or other contacts 
between two persons only"
((had-participant :type person :cardinality 2)
 (has-frequency :type frequency-of-occurence)))

(def-class 2-persons-meeting (close-social-contact meeting)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
((meeting-attendee :type person :cardinality 1)
 (meeting-organizer :type person :cardinality 1)))

(def-class mail-exchange (close-social-contact)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
 ((has-sender :type person :cardinality 1)
  (has-receiver :type person :cardinality 1)
  (has-item-sent :type information-carrier))
 :slot-renaming ((has-sender carried-out-by)
                 (has-receiver had-participant)))

(def-class telephone-conversation (close-social-contact)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
 ((has-caller :type person :cardinality 1)
  (has-receiver :type person :cardinality 1))
 :slot-renaming ((has-caller carried-out-by)
                 (has-receiver had-participant)))

(def-class educational-activity (social-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Any activity which has an educational context"
 ((has-subject-area :type problem-area)))
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(def-class teaching (educational-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Generic teaching: not all teaching takes place in 
schools..."
 ((has-teacher :type person)
  (has-learner :type person)))

(def-class learning (educational-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Generic learning not all teaching takes place in 
schools..."
 ((has-learner :type person)
  (has-teacher :type person)))

(def-class joining-a-group (social-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Class that refers events about a person formally and 
intentionally taking part in a group"
 ((group-joined :type group)))

(def-class working-for-organization (joining-a-group)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
 ((group-joined :type organization)
  (working-role :type social-role))) ;;for now only social role

(def-class teaching-at-institution (working-for-organization teaching)
"++PhiloSurfical: This class inherits also from the generic teaching 
class"
 ((group-joined :type educational-organization)
  (working-role :type teaching-role)))

(def-class learning-at-institution (joining-a-group learning)
"++PhiloSurfical: This class inherits also from the generic learning 
class"
 ((group-joined :type educational-organization)
  (degree-of-study :type academic-degree)))

(def-class discussion (social-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Generic activity of discussion - by facilitator we 
mean the person (or more than one) who starts the discussion or leads 
it"
 ((has-facilitator :type person)
  (has-subject-area :type problem-area)
  (has-topic :type problem)))

(def-class argumentation (discussion)
"++PhiloSurfical: More formal discussion, where view and arguments are 
well delineated and contrast each other. We do not look into the 
complex dynamics involved in an argumentation, but just try to give a 
screenshot of the event"
 ((involves-argument :type argument-structure)
  (involves-view :type view)
  (has-person-attacking :type person)
  (has-person-defending :type person)))
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; intellectual activities

(def-class intellectual-activity (activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: Any theoretical activity which creates or modifies 
directly only abstract entities. This class hierarchy is only 
indicative, more work is needed here."
 ((involves-idea :type philosophical-idea)))

(def-class conceptual-creation (intellectual-activity beginning-of-
existence)
"++PhiloSurfical: This class replaces the original CIDOC-E65 - 
creation"
 ((has-created :type conceptual-object)))

(def-class idea-conception (conceptual-creation)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
 ((has-created :type philosophical-idea)))

(def-class expression-creation (conceptual-creation)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((has-created :type expression)))

(def-class idea-modification (intellectual-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((has-old-idea :type philosophical-idea)
  (has-new-idea :type philosophical-idea) ;; they must be of the same 
type
  (within-context :type view)))

(def-class theory-refinement (idea-modification)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((has-old-idea :type theory)
  (has-new-idea :type theory)
  (has-added-element :type philosophical-idea)
  (has-removed-element :type philosophical-idea)))

(def-class idea-usage (intellectual-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((idea-used :type philosophical-idea)
  (used-in-view :type view)))

(def-class theory-transposition (idea-usage)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((idea-used :type theory)
  (old-context :type problem-area)
  (new-context :type problem-area)))
 

(def-class study (intellectual-activity) 
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((studies :type crm-entity)))

(def-class study-an-idea (study)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((studies :type philosophical-idea)))
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(def-class study-a-document (study)
"++PhiloSurfical:"
 ((studies :type information-object)))

(def-class view-subscription (intellectual-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: "
 ((old-view :type view)
  (new-view :type view)
  (convincing-argument :type argument)))

;;;;;;;;;; interpretations

(def-class interpretation (intellectual-activity)
"++PhiloSurfical: The act of making claims about intellectual 
contents. At this level the only slots are 'what is interpreted', and 
the generic relation 'is-about' which can link the interpretation to 
pretty much anything e.g. the book is-about Napoleon. "
 ((has-interpretation :type propositional-content)
  (interprets :type crm-entity)
  (is-about-entity :type crm-entity)))

(def-class document-interpretation (interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical:  "
 ((interprets :type information-object)
  (has-pedagogical-value :type pedagogical-functional-role)))

(def-class expression-interpretation (document-interpretation)  
"++PhiloSurfical: interpretations about expressions, and among them, 
linguistic representations. An add onof these interpretations is the 
fact that we can give entities a pedagogical value. "
((interprets :type expression)))

(def-class event-interpretation (interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical:  "
 ((interprets :type event)
  (causally-connected-to :type event)))

(def-class idea-interpretation (interpretation)
"The characteristic feature of an idea interpretation is that we can 
claim its author to be somebody's different, from the one specified 
initially with the instance"
 ((interprets :type propositional-content)
  (was-conceived-by :type actor)
  (is-related-to-idea :type philosophical-idea)
  (similar-to :type philosophical-idea)
  (contrasts-with :type philosophical-idea)))

(def-class concept-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"Interpretations of concepts"
 ((interprets :type concept)
  (is-specialization-of :type Concept)  
  (is-generalization-of :type Concept)  
  (is-equivalent-to :type Concept)  
  (has-opposite-concept :type Concept)  
  (has-related-concept :type Concept) 
  (requires-concept :type concept) 
  (causes-concept :type concept)))
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(def-class View-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of views: we are replicating some 
slots of the view class, as an initial mechanism for providing support 
for inconsistent and contrasting annotations. We'll look into the 
issue more while enlarging the KB"
 ((interprets :type view)
  (defines-concept :type Concept)
  (uses-idea :type Philosophical-idea)
  (interprets-fact :type temporal-entity)
  (typifies :type intellectual-movement)
  (tackles-problem :type Problem) 
  (attacked-by-problem :type Problem) 
  (influences-View :type View)  
  (influenced-by-View :type View)
  (supports-View :type View)
  (opposes-View :type View)
  (has-supporting-argument :type Argument)
  (has-opposing-argument :type Argument)
  (has-exemplar-document :type expression)))

(def-class Thesis-interpretation (View-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : thesis interpretations - all the properties are in 
common with the thesis class"
 ((interprets :type thesis)
  (part-of-thesis :type Thesis)
  (part-of-theory :type Theory)
  (part-of-school :type school-of-thought)
  (part-of-system :type Philosophical-system)))

(def-class Theory-interpretation (View-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : theory interpretations - all the properties are in 
common with the theory class"
 ((interprets :type theory)
  (part-of-theory :type Theory)
  (part-of-school :type school-of-thought)
  (part-of-system :type Philosophical-system)
  (defines-Method :type Method)
  (has-thesis :type Thesis)))

(def-class Philosophical-system-interpretation  (View-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : - all the properties are in common with the 
referring class "
 ((interprets :type philosophical-system)
  (part-of-school :type School-of-thought)
  (defines-method :type method)
  (has-theory :type theory)
  (has-thesis :type Thesis)))

(def-class School-of-thought-interpretation  (View-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : all the properties are in common with the referring 
class "
 ((interprets :type school-of-thought)
  (has-main-thesis :type Thesis)
  (classifies-view :type View)
  (has-exemplar-theory :type Theory) 
  (has-main-exponent :type actor)))
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(def-class Distinction-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : just one property for now"
 ((interprets :type distinction)
  (related-to-problem :type problem)))

(def-class Problem-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of problems.."
 ((interprets :type problem)
  (has-problem-type :type problem-type)
  (exists-in-area :type Problem-area)
  (linked-to-fact :type Temporal-entity)
  (attacks-View :type View)
  (has-supportive-view :type View) 
  (is-tackled-by-View :type View)
  (defined-by-argument :type Argument)
  (is-tackled-by-argument :type Argument)
  (related-to-problem :type Problem)
  (derives-from-problem :type Problem)
  (has-equivalent-meaning-as :type problem)
  (has-resolutive-method :type Method)))

(def-class problem-area-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of problem areas, of their 
hierarchical relationships"
 ((related-to-area :type Problem-area)
  (sub-area-of :type Problem-area) 
  (has-sub-area :type Problem-area)))

(def-class argument-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of arguments - we do not support 
interpretations of argument parts for now, but it's possible to 
implement that too"
 ((interprets :type argument)
  (supports-Idea :type Philosophical-idea)
  (contrasts-Idea :type Philosophical-idea)
  (tackles-problem :type Problem)
  (defines-problem :type problem)))

(def-class method-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of methods - very basic for now"
 ((interprets :type method)
  (supports-view :type view)))

(def-class Rhetorical-figure-interpretation (idea-interpretation)
"++PhiloSurfical : interpretations of rhet. figures - for now we can 
just say what it supposedly relates to"
 ((interprets :type rhetorical-figure)
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;; conceptual-object
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class conceptual-object (man-made-thing)
"E28-CIDOC - This class comprises non-material products of our minds, 
in order to allow for reasoning about their identity, circumstances of 
creation and historical implications.
++PhiloSurfical: Refers-to-concept of type type has been removed. 
Instead an additional slot is required called refers-to-crm-meta-
entity to allow concepts such as classes to be referred to. Refers-to 
has been written as refers-to-crm-entity. This is used to refer to 
anything in the CRM knowledge base. The subclass -language- has been 
taken away, and put under form-of-expression."
 ((is-identified-by :type conceptual-object-appellation)))

(def-class right (conceptual-object)
"E30-CIDOC - This class comprises legal privileges concerning material 
and immaterial things or their derivatives.  These include 
reproduction and property rights."
 ())

(def-class type (conceptual-object)
"E55-CIDOC - This class comprises arbitrary concepts (universals) and 
provides a mechanism for organising them into a hierarchy. This 
hierarchy is intended to duplicate the names of all the classes 
present in the model. This allows additional refinement, through 
subtyping, of those classes which do not require further analysis of 
their formal properties, but which nonetheless represent typological 
distinctions important to a given user group.
++PhiloSurfical: basically type is used to provide classifications 
which don't find a better place in the ontology"
 ((has-broader-term :type type)
  (has-narrower-term :type type)))

(def-class gender (type)
"++PhiloSurfical: Added by PhiloSurfical"
  () )

;; a couple of inevitable instances
(def-instance male gender)
(def-instance female gender)

(def-class material (type)
"E57-CIDOC - This class is a specialization of E55 Type and comprises 
the concepts of materials Instances of E57 Material may denote 
properties of matter before its use, during its use, and as 
incorporated in an object, such as ultramarine powder, tempera paste, 
reinforced concrete"
  () )

(def-class measurement-unit (type)
"E58-CIDOC - No local slots. "
    () )
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(def-class Genre (type)
"++PhiloSurfical: Literary form used to represent a linguistic 
expression. Here we do not refer to the material features of it, but 
to the abstract structure a text or any other work can implement. E.g. 
a sonnet, a stanza, an aphorism. We also include the pedagogical 
discourse types, even if they have a much less structured form 
compared to the literary ones."
 ())

(def-class Literary-genre (Genre) 
"++PhiloSurfical: Basically the styles a literary text can have, 
otherwise called genres")
;; useful instances  
(def-instance Poetry Literary-genre)
(def-instance Confession Literary-genre)
(def-instance Treatise Literary-genre)
(def-instance Essay Literary-genre)
(def-instance Aphorism Literary-genre)
(def-instance Fictional-Text Literary-genre)
(def-instance Meditation Literary-genre)
(def-instance Dialogue Literary-genre)
(def-instance Novel Literary-genre)
(def-instance Biography Literary-genre)
(def-instance Autobiography Literary-genre)
(def-instance Play Literary-genre)

(def-class musical-genre (genre)
"++PhiloSurfical: ")
(def-instance Ballad musical-genre)
(def-instance Symphony musical-genre)
(def-instance Sonata musical-genre)

(def-class Problem-type (type)
"++PhiloSurfical: Characterizations of problems, depending on their 
solutions' number")

;; useful instances
(def-instance Dilemma Problem-type
"++PhiloSurfical: Apparently unsolvable problem. A dilemma is a 
problem offering two solutions, neither of which is acceptable. The 
two options are often described as the horns of a dilemma, neither of 
which is comfortable.. See also en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilemma")
(def-instance Multilemma Problem-type
"++PhiloSurfical: Problem that has different solutions")
(def-instance Open-problem Problem-type
"++PhiloSurfical: Problem that  is still unresolved or not 
categorized")
(def-instance Paradox Problem-type 
"++PhiloSurfical: A particularly difficult problem,.......It's an 
'apparently true statement or group of statements that leads to a 
contradiction or a situation which defies intuition. Typically, either 
the statements in question do not really imply the contradiction, the 
puzzling result is not really a contradiction, or the premises 
themselves are not all really true or cannot all be true together', 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradox")

(def-class Role (conceptual-object)
" ++PhiloSurfical : The function or role objects can play in a 
context. This class was not part of CIDOC, so we added it"
 ((played-by :type crm-entity)))
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(def-class Social-Role (Role)
"++PhiloSurfical :Role played by humans within a community"
 ((played-by :type person)))

(def-class teaching-role (social-role)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

;; useful instances
(def-instance Philosopher social-role)
(def-instance Scientist social-role) 
(def-instance linguist social-role)
(def-instance writer social-role)
(def-instance logician social-role)
(def-instance professor teaching-role)

(def-class degree-type (role)
"++PhiloSurfical: Class that subsumes any kind of degrees - phd or 
cooking degree. We were undecided whether a subclass of type or role, 
and decided for the last option on the basis it is not used to 
classify things, but it is more an attribute of a degree, the role it 
plays within the educational curriculum - conclusion reached thanks to 
a discussion with Riichiro Mizoguchi")

(def-class academic-degree (degree-type)
"++PhiloSurfical: Degrees conferred by universities or academic 
institutions") 

;; useful instances
(def-instance PhD academic-degree)
(def-instance BA academic-degree)
(def-instance MA academic-degree)
(def-instance Professorship academic-degree)

(def-class pedagogical-functional-role (role)
"++PhiloSurfical :Generic function that a resource can perform, from 
the pedagogical perspective"
 ((played-by :type information-object)))

(def-class textual-structural-role (role)
"++PhiloSurfical : class that gathers the various structures a text 
can be composed of. We decided to model everything as instances, as 
this is the level of granularity needed here. The only exception is 
reference, which has been modeled as class because by doing this we 
could import all the AKT references. Similarly, all the other entities 
could be better represented as classes, and by using a model with 
abstracts also the chosen composition of elements into a 
presentational structure e.g. what paragraph/intro/summary comes first 
etc.  - for now we just leave this aside. In the actual ontology, the 
parts of a text have a number and a slot indicating what text-part-
role they represent in the context of a self-contained-expression. It 
is implicit, and left to the implementation of the system, the 
increasing or decreasing ordering of the components to be chosen as 
the presentational structure.")

(def-class reference (textual-structural-role)
())

;; useful instances
(def-instance Remark Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Original-text Pedagogical-functional-role)
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(def-instance Theme Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Sub-theme Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Vocabulary-lexicon Pedagogical-functional-role) 
(def-instance Etymology Pedagogical-functional-role) 
(def-instance Historical-context Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Reference-element Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Exercise Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Explanation Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Side-context Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Main-context Pedagogical-functional-role)
(def-instance Anticipation Pedagogical-functional-role) 

(def-instance question textual-structural-role)
(def-instance title textual-structural-role)
(def-instance subtitle textual-structural-role)
(def-instance paragraph textual-structural-role)
(def-instance reference textual-structural-role)
(def-instance introduction textual-structural-role)
(def-instance abstract textual-structural-role)
(def-instance summary textual-structural-role)

(def-class representational-medium (role)
"++PhiloSurfical: We need this class, cause we need to specify a 
medium of the manifestation. But this is different from the instance 
of information-carrier, which is a specific object carrying 
information. That is, it's one of the items produced as a 
manifestation, embodied in a specific medium. So the medium, intended 
as the class of items carrying this feature, is here represented as a 
type."
())

(def-class paper-medium (representational-medium)
"++PhiloSurfical:")
(def-class electronic-medium (representational-medium)
"++PhiloSurfical:")
(def-class audio-based (representational-medium)
"++PhiloSurfical:")
;; useful instances
(def-instance book-medium paper-medium)
(def-instance canvas-medium paper-medium)
(def-instance audio-tape-medium electronic-medium)
(def-instance video-tape-medium electronic-medium)
(def-instance cd-rom-medium electronic-medium)
(def-instance computer-medium electronic-medium)
(def-instance file-medium electronic-medium)  ;; the material part of 
it
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;; information objects
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class information-object (conceptual-object legal-object)
"++PhiloSurfical: it is analogous to the class information-object in 
CIDOC and DOLCE. The abstraction of objects carrying information, 
separated from their physical embodiment. Every IO must have a form 
and a content. We added the slot has-original-date to refer to the 
date when we suppose the IO was 'originally' created; actually, since 
an IO is abstract, it would make much more sense to specify the date 
of the correspondent instance of manifestation, instead."
 (has-form :type representational-form)
  (has-content :type propositional-content)
  (has-original-date :type time-specification)))

(def-class expression (information-object)
"FRBR : The intellectual or artistic realization of a work in the form 
of alpha-numeric, musical, or choreographic notation, sound, image, 
object, movement, etc., or any combination of such forms.
++PhiloSurfical: We mantained the name 'expression' for this class, 
even if it doesnt carry more meaning than its superclass information-
object. Essentially, this class exists just for facilitating the 
mappings to FRBR."
 ())

(def-class self-contained-expression (expression)
"FRBR-CIDOC : an expression that conveys the whole idea of the 
proposition it represents"
 ((realizes :type work)))

(def-class expression-fragment (expression)
"FRBR-CIDOC : an expression that conveys only partially the content of 
the proposition it represents"
 ((part-of-expression :type self-contained-expression)))

(def-class symbolic-expression (self-contained-expression)
 ((has-form :type symbolic-form)))

(def-class 2d-expression (self-contained-expression)
((has-form :type iconic-form)))

(def-class text (symbolic-expression)
"++PhiloSurfical:  "
 ((has-form :type natural-language)))

(def-class utterance (symbolic-expression)
"++PhiloSurfical:  "
 ((has-form :type spoken-language)))

(def-class musical-score (symbolic-expression)
"++PhiloSurfical:  "
 ((has-form :type musical-symbol-sequence)
  (has-content :type piece-of-music)))

(def-class Formula (symbolic-expression)
"++PhiloSurfical:  A syntactically well-formed formula, e.g. in any 
knowledge representation language."
 ((has-form :type artificial-language)))

(def-class symbol-figure (2d-expression)
 ((has-form :type line-image)))
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(def-class film (2d-expression)
 ((has-form :type motion-image)))

(def-class painting (2d-expression) ())

(def-class calligraphy (2d-expression) ())

(def-class symbolic-expression-fragment (expression-fragment)
"++PhiloSurfical: just one fragment for now.. the others will come 
easily . The has-string-content property is not ontologically sound... 
but quite a useful shortcut when instantiating hundreds of sentences 
of a text! "
 ((has-form :type symbolic-form)
  (has-number-reference :type number)
  (has-string-content :type String)))

(def-class sentence (symbolic-expression-fragment)
"++PhiloSurfical: an obvious expression fragment we decided to make 
explicit.. "
 ((has-form :type natural-language)
  (has-textual-role :type textual-structural-role)))

(def-class word (symbolic-expression-fragment)
"++PhiloSurfical: atomic linguistic element"
 ((has-form :type natural-language)))

;;;;;;;;;; representational form 

(def-class representational-form (conceptual-object)
"++PhiloSurfical:  inspired primarily from DOLCE")

(def-class symbolic-form (representational-form)
"++PhiloSurfical: ")
(def-class iconic-form (representational-form)
"++PhiloSurfical: ")

(def-class musical-symbol-sequence (symbolic-form)
"++PhiloSurfical:   ")
(def-class natural-language (symbolic-form)
"++PhiloSurfical: ")
(def-class artificial-language (symbolic-form)
"++PhiloSurfical: ")

(def-class still-image (iconic-form)
"++PhiloSurfical:  ")
(def-class line-image (still-image)
"++PhiloSurfical:  ")
(def-class motion-image (iconic-form)
"++PhiloSurfical:  ")

(def-class written-language (natural-language)
"++PhiloSurfical:"  )
(def-class spoken-language (natural-language)
"++PhiloSurfical:"  )

(def-class mathematical-notation (artificial-language)
"++PhiloSurfical:  ")
(def-class programming-language (artificial-language)
"++PhiloSurfical:   ")
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;;;; a couple of useful instances..
(def-instance line-image still-image)
(def-instance hand-drawn-image still-image)
(def-instance photo still-image)

;;;;;;;;;;; manifestation 

(def-class Manifestation (conceptual-object)
"FRBR: The physical embodiment of an expression of a work.
++PhiloSurfical: Since a manifestation can also be the single item 
(manuscript) produced by an author, a publication is something 
different from a manifestation. In such an extreme case, the instance 
of manifestation represents the one-element set comprising the only 
existing copy of the expression - and the instance of the item class 
stands for the physical object itself. The has-title slot is 
inherited, and the was-made-by too "
 ((embodies :type information-object :cardinality 1)
  (has-physical-medium :type representational-medium)
  (is-exemplified-by :type information-carrier)
  (has-date :type time-specification)))

;;;;;;;;;;; publications imported from AKT

(def-class PUBLICATION (Manifestation)
"AKT : A publication is something which has one or more publication 
references. A publication can be both an article in a journal or a 
journal itself. The distinction between publication and publication-
reference makes it possible to distinguish between multiple 
occurrences of the same publication, for instance in different media.
++PhiloSurfical: this reflects out model, since a reference is an 
expression, while the publication is a manifestation.  The has-
abstract and has-date slots have been removed.  " 
 ((embodies :type symbolic-expression)
  (has-first-author :type actor)   
  (has-other-authors :type actor)   
  (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                             :type publication-reference)
  (cites-publication-reference :type publication-reference)))

(def-rule FIRST-AUTHOR-OF-PUBLICATION
  ((has-first-author ?pub ?x) if
   (Publication ?pub)
   (has-publication-reference ?pub ?ref)
   (has-first-author ?ref ?x)))

(def-rule OTHER-AUTHORS-OF-PUBLICATION
  ((has-other-authors ?pub ?l) if
   (Publication ?pub)
   (has-publication-reference ?pub ?ref)
   (has-other-authors ?ref ?l)))

(def-rule TITLE-OF-PUBLICATION
  ((has-title ?pub ?t) if
   (Publication ?pub)
   (has-publication-reference ?pub ?ref)
   (has-title ?ref ?t)))
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(def-rule AUTHOR-OF-PUBLICATION-OR-REF
  ((has-author ?pub ?x) if
   (or (has-first-author ?pub ?x)
       (and (has-other-authors ?pub ?l)
            (member ?x ?l)))))

(def-class ELECTRONIC-PUBLICATION (Publication)
"AKT : A publication produced in electronic form"
 ((has-physical-medium :type electronic-medium))) 

(def-class COMPOSITE-PUBLICATION (publication)
"AKT : A publication which contains items which can be themselves 
referenced through a  publication reference.  Composite publications 
include newspapers, magazines and journals.  A book which is a 
collection of articles is a composite publication, a monograph is not"
  ((contains-publication :min-cardinality 1
                         :type publication)
   (has-publication-reference :type composite-publication-reference)))

(def-relation EDITED-BY (?x ?author)
  :iff-def (and (or (composite-publication-reference ?x)
                    (composite-publication ?x))
                (has-author ?x ?author)))

(def-class SERIAL-PUBLICATION (Publication) ?x
  "AKT : This used to be called periodical publication.  However, many 
periodicals do not appear at fixed intervals, which is why librarians 
refer to them as serials. So, we now use the concept of serial 
publication and the has-periodicity slot has been removed. 
++PhiloSurfical: we removed the has-impact-factor slot. ")

(def-class PERIODICAL-PUBLICATION (serial-publication) ?x 
  "AKT : A periodical-publication is published regularly, such as once 
every week.  Strictly speaking, the noun 'periodical' is used by 
librarians to refer to things published at intervals of greater than a 
day.  We use the phase periodical-publication to include newspapers 
and other daily publications, since they share many bibliographic 
features. The periodicity indicates how often the publication comes 
out.    Note that this is a duration, rather than a time interval. A 
time interval indicates a specific time interval on the time 
continuum, so we need    to model periodicity as a time quantity"
  ((has-periodicity :cardinality 1 :type duration)))

(def-axiom CONSISTENCY-BETWEEN-COMPOSITE-PUBLICATIONS-AND-THEIR-
CONTENTS
  (<=> (included-in-publication ?a ?p)
       (contains-publication ?p ?a)))

(def-class JOURNAL (serial-publication composite-publication)
"AKT : "
   ((contains-article :type publication))
   :slot-renaming ((contains-article contains-publication)))

(def-class MAGAZINE (serial-publication composite-publication)
"AKT :"
  ((contains-article :type publication))
  :slot-renaming ((contains-article contains-publication)))
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(def-class NEWSPAPER (periodical-publication composite-publication)
"AKT :"
  ((contains-news-item :type news-item))
  :slot-renaming ((contains-news-item contains-publication)))

(def-class NEWSLETTER (serial-publication composite-publication)
  "AKT : Merrian-Webster says: a small publication (such as a leaflet 
or newspaper) containing news of interest chiefly to a special group"
  ((contains-news-item :type news-item))
  :slot-renaming ((contains-news-item contains-publication)))

(def-class DAILY-NEWSPAPER (newspaper)
"AKT :"
  ((has-periodicity :value 24-hour-duration)))

(def-axiom MUTUALLY-EXCLUSIVE-SERIAL-PUBLICATIONS
  (subclass-partition  Serial-Publication 
                                  (Setof Journal Magazine Newspaper)))

(def-class BOOK (publication)
"AKT : "
  ((has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type book-reference)))

(def-class PROCEEDINGS (composite-publication)
"AKT : "
  ((has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type proceedings-reference)
   (contains-publication :min-cardinality 1
                         :type paper-in-proceedings)))

(def-class CONFERENCE-PROCEEDINGS (proceedings)
"AKT : "
  ((has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type conference-proceedings-reference)
   (refers-to-event :type conference)))

(def-class WORKSHOP-PROCEEDINGS (proceedings)
"AKT :"
  ((has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type workshop-proceedings-reference)
   (refers-to-event :type workshop)))

(def-class ITEM-IN-A-COMPOSITE-PUBLICATION (publication)
"AKT : "
  ((included-in-publication :type composite-publication)
   (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type reference-to-item-in-a-composite-
publication)))

(def-class BOOK-SECTION-CONTRIBUTION (item-in-a-composite-publication)
"AKT : "
  ((included-in-publication :type edited-book)
   (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type book-section-contribution-
reference )))
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(def-class ARTICLE-IN-A-JOURNAl (item-in-a-composite-publication)
"AKT : "
  ((included-in-publication :type journal)
   (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type article-reference )))

(def-class JOURNAL-ISSUE (composite-publication)
"AKT :  "
  ((included-in-publication :type journal)
   (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type journal-issue-reference )))

(def-class PAPER-IN-PROCEEDINGS (item-in-a-composite-publication)
"AKT :  "
  ((included-in-publication :type proceedings)
   (has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type paper-in-proceedings-reference )))

(def-class NEWS-ITEM (item-in-a-composite-publication)
"AKT :  ")

;;;;;;; references  imported from AKT

 
(def-class PUBLICATION-REFERENCE (reference)
  "AKT : this branch comes form there, but in ++PhiloSurfical we have 
decided that a publication reference is an intangible, abstract 
information, subclass of information object"
  ((has-first-author :type actor)   
   (has-other-authors :type actor)  
   (has-date :type calendar-date)
   (has-place-of-publication :type place-appellation) 
   (refers-to-publication :type publication :cardinality 1)))

(def-axiom CONSISTENCY-BETWEEN-PUBLICATIONS-AND-THEIR-REFERENCES    
  (<=> (refers-to-publication ?r ?p)
       (has-publication-reference ?p ?r)))

(def-class WEB-REFERENCE (publication-reference)
"AKT :"
  ((has-URL :type URL)))

  
(def-class BOOK-REFERENCE (Publication-Reference)
"AKT :"
  ((published-by :type publishing-house)
   (has-ISBN-number :type ISBN-Number)))

(def-class COMPOSITE-PUBLICATION-REFERENCE (publication-reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type composite-publication :cardinality 
1)))

(def-class EDITED-BOOK-REFERENCE (composite-publication-reference 
Book-Reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type edited-book :cardinality 1)))

(def-class PROCEEDINGS-REFERENCE (composite-publication-reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type proceedings :cardinality 1)))
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(def-class CONFERENCE-PROCEEDINGS-REFERENCE (proceedings-reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type conference-proceedings :cardinality 
1)))

(def-class WORKSHOP-PROCEEDINGS-REFERENCE (proceedings-reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type workshop-proceedings :cardinality 1)))

(def-class REFERENCE-TO-ITEM-IN-A-COMPOSITE-PUBLICATION (publication-
reference)
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type item-in-a-composite-publication)
   (has-page-numbers :type string)))

(def-class BOOK-SECTION-CONTRIBUTION-REFERENCE  (reference-to-item-in-
a-composite-publication )
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type book-section-contribution :cardinality 
1)
   ))
(def-class  ARTICLE-REFERENCE 
  (reference-to-item-in-a-composite-publication )
"AKT :"
  (
   (refers-to-publication :type article-in-a-journal :cardinality 1)
   (issue-number :type integer)
   (issue-volume :type integer)))

(def-class  JOURNAL-ISSUE-REFERENCE
  (reference-to-item-in-a-composite-publication )
"AKT :"
  (
   (refers-to-publication :type journal-issue :cardinality 1)
   (issue-number :type integer)
   (issue-volume :type integer)))

(def-class PAPER-IN-PROCEEDINGS-REFERENCE (reference-to-item-in-a-
composite-publication )
"AKT :"
  ((refers-to-publication :type paper-in-proceedings :cardinality 1)))

(def-class THESIS-REFERENCE (Publication-Reference)
"AKT :"
((institute-of-thesis :type academic-unit)))
   ;; (degree-of-thesis :type academic-degree)  we dont have academic 
degrees for now
  
(def-class TECHNICAL-REPORT-REFERENCE (Publication-Reference)
"AKT :"
  ((published-by :type organization)
   (has-tech-report-number :type integer)))

(def-class EDITED-BOOK (composite-publication book)
"AKT :"
  ((has-publication-reference :min-cardinality 1
                              :type edited-book-reference)
   (contains-publication :min-cardinality 1
                         :type book-section-contribution)))
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;; propositional contents
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-class propositional-content (conceptual-object) 
"++PhiloSurfical: Class that comprises all abstract, man-made contents 
of information objects and representations in general. We are mainly 
dealing with philosophical ideas, however we reproduced a simple 
hierarchy of propositions, inspired by Mizoguchi. As he says in -
Tutorial on ontological engineering - Part 3, 2004-,  --- the content 
of the symbolic representations are recognized as proposition which 
has two kinds of proposition as its subclasses: Design proposition and 
Product proposition. The former works as specification of the 
production of something. The latter itself is the product. For 
example, a piece of music composed is a specification of the music 
sound produced by the music player. Procedure is specification of the 
valid sequence of actions. An execution of the procedure generates a 
result(product). Novel cannot be specification of anything because it 
is already a product. This division of propositional contens needs 
further investigation - it is not entirely used by the PhiloSurfical 
application, as the philosophical-idea entities are our main focus, 
for now"
 ())

(def-class work (propositional-content)
"++PhiloSurfical: in order to maintain compatibility with FRBR we 
created another propositional-content, which is work. This is an 
entity referring to any self-contained and identifiable content of an 
information-object, similarly to Cyc's Conceptual_work. As such, this 
class is the result of a conceptualization which is orthogonal to the 
one used in Mizoguchi's analysis. Thus, many of the other classes 
under design-proposition or product-proposition just mentioned can 
also be rightfully considered as subclasses of work. "
)

(def-class design-proposition (propositional-content)
"++PhiloSurfical: taken from Mizoguchi classification- he says that 
'It is essentially a specification for the production phase(mode) 
which theoretically follows it and used as specification' -. It refers 
to all proposition which are made in order to specify an activity. In 
other words, what we are interested in, given a design proposition, is 
not there yet unless we produce it with an action e.g. a piece of 
music, or a play"
 ())

(def-class product-proposition (propositional-content)
"++PhiloSurfical: taken from Mizoguchi classification, it refers to 
all propositions which are concluded in themselves, e.g. a novel, a 
problem, or a theory. They are not supposed to be used as the 
specification of something else"
 ())

(def-class procedure (design-proposition)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class piece-of-music (design-proposition work)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class symphony (piece-of-music work)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class drama (design-proposition work)  
"++PhiloSurfical:")
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(def-class symbol (design-proposition)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class specification (design-proposition)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class novel (product-proposition work)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class poem (product-proposition work)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class painting (product-proposition work)
"++PhiloSurfical:")

(def-class philosophical-work (product-proposition work)
"++PhiloSurfical: class that comprises all abstract works in 
philosophy")

(def-class Dialogue (philosophical-work)
"Form of literature used by the greeks and indians for purposes of 
rhetorical entertainment and instruction.")

(def-class treatise (philosophical-work)
"a written work devoted to the systematic examination of a particular 
subject, usually philosophical or scientific")

(def-class Essay (philosophical-work)
"A short literary comp[osition on a single subject, usually presenting 
the personal view of the author")

(def-class Autobiography (philosophical-work)
"Biography of oneself narrated by oneself e.g. Augustine's 
confessions")

(def-class Meditation (philosophical-work)
"A contemplative discourse, usually on a religious or philosophical 
subject")

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;; philosophical ideas
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

 

(def-class Philosophical-idea (product-proposition)
"++PhiloSurfical : a philosophical idea is a propositional content 
with a specific importance within the philosophical world. 
Philosophical ideas are usually product propositions, as they are 
important in themselves, for argumentation or theoretical purposes, 
and not for specifying an action. The class methods is kind of 
borderline - future refinements should address this!"
 ((has-description :type String) 
  (has-common-name :type idea-appellation)
  (has-referred-author :type Actor))
:slot-renaming ((has-referred-author was-made-by))) 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;    V I E W  

(def-class View (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : Generic class referring to propositions expressing 
a viewpoint, that is, descriptions defining other concepts and, in 
general, meanings. The property exists-in-area can have multiple 
values. Defines-method is excluded at this level cause a thesis is not 
enough to define a method. "
 ((exists-in-area :type Problem-area)
  (interprets-fact :type temporal-entity)
  (typifies :type intellectual-movement)))

(def-class Thesis (View)
"++PhiloSurfical : Philosophical-idea expressing a standpoint in need 
of demonstration but not necessarily having it"
 ((part-of-thesis :type Thesis)
  (part-of-theory :type Theory)
  (part-of-system :type Philosophical-system)))

(def-class Law (Thesis)
"++PhiloSurfical : A thesis with vast predictive power, especially in 
scientific areas")

(def-class Principle (Thesis)
"++PhiloSurfical : It is a thesis demonstrated or taken as fundamental 
in a philosophical system, e.g. the -ego- in the -idealism-")

(def-class Self-evident-principle (Principle)
"++PhiloSurfical : A principle that is self-demonstrated, so it's a 
valid assumption")

(def-class Theory (View)
"++PhiloSurfical : A systemic conceptual construction, with a coherent 
and organic architecture. It explains a specific phenomena (or set of) 
and answers to an existing problem. It comprises concepts, 
propositions and it HAS to be related to at least one argument. This 
is required to guarantee a more solid architecture, compared for 
example to a School-of-thought. Examples are the -theory of evolution- 
or the -theory of possible worlds-."
 ((part-of-theory :type Theory)
  (part-of-system :type Philosophical-system)
  (defines-Method :type Method)
  (has-thesis :type Thesis)))

(def-class Philosophical-theory (theory)
"++PhiloSurfical : a theory exixting within some philosophical area of 
research"
 ((exists-in-area :type branch-of-philosophy)))

(def-class Scientific-theory (theory)
"++PhiloSurfical : "
 ((exists-in-area :type Scientific-discipline)
  (predicts-fact :type temporal-entity)
  (verified-by-fact :type temporal-entity)))
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(def-class Philosophical-system  (view)
"++PhiloSurfical : It is the Philosophical-idea comprising the set of 
an author's theories, within a system. A philosopher can build 
different ph. systems in his life, see Wittgenstein for example"
 ((defines-method :type method)
  (has-theory :type theory)
  (has-thesis :type Thesis)))

(def-class School-of-thought  (View)
"++PhiloSurfical : A generic standpoint, a belief or view about a 
subject area or a problem. It is not as formalized and systematic as a 
theory, and its contents are limited to be thesis. Examples are -
pacifism-, -animism-, -expansionism-. They could be further classified 
depending on their area of provenience (politics, religion). This 
class is needed cause often a mental content refer to a belief, but 
without the specificity of a theory"
 ((has-main-thesis :type Thesis)
  (has-exemplar-theory :type Theory)
  (classifies-view :type View)))

(def-class Contextualized-school-of-thought (School-of-thought)
"++PhiloSurfical : Needed to separate the meaning of generic schools 
or conceptions, to their related but more specific meanings in 
specific fields of study"
 ((is-about-school :type School-of-thought)
  (exists-in-area :type Field-of-study)))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; C O N C E P T 

(def-class Concept (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : atomic propositional content, in relation to a view 
defining it. It is recognizable because it composes the building 
material for a view, and acquires meaning from it"
 ((defined-by-view :type View)           
  (is-specialization-of :type Concept)  
  ;; narrower than
  (is-generalization-of :type Concept)  
  ;; broader than
  (is-equivalent-to :type Concept)  
  ;; has the same meaning
  (has-opposite-concept :type Concept)    
  ;; the antynomyc relation (gradable, relational, complementary)
  (has-related-concept :type Concept) 
  ;; reflects a generic and positive semantic closure
  (requires-concept :type concept) 
  ;; notional dependency, implication such as "buy" and "pay"
  (causes-concept :type concept))) 
  ;; e.g. to kill-to die

(def-class principial-entity (concept)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
(def-class supernatural-entity (concept)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
(def-class god ( principial-entity  supernatural-entity)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
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;;;;;;;;;;;;; D I S T I N C T I O N 

(def-class Distinction (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : "
 ((exists-in-area :type problem-area)
  (related-to-problem :type problem)
  (defined-by-view :type view)
  (contains-concept :type concept)))

(def-class Dichotomy (Distinction)
"++PhiloSurfical : A classification that states the breakdown of a 
space between two opposing principles or concepts, e.g.mind/body, 
relations-of-ideas/matters-of-fact in Hume, a-priori/a-posteriori in 
Kant "
 ((contains-concept :type concept :cardinality 2)))  

;;;;;;;;;;; P R O B L E M - A R E A 

(def-class Problem-area (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : A set of problems linked by different kind of 
relational schemas, offer organized around a central problem."
 ((contains-problem :type Problem)
  (has-central-problem :type problem)
  (specified-by-criteria :type thesis)
  (related-to-area :type Problem-area)
  (sub-area-of :type Problem-area) 
  (has-sub-area :type Problem-area)))

(def-class Field-of-study (Problem-area)
"++PhiloSurfical : A field of study is seen as a particular kind of 
problem-area. The distinctive trait of a field of study, is that the 
area has been socially and historically recognized as separate from 
the others, and from being a mere agglomerate of problems. Therefore, 
being fundamentally social constructs, field-of-studies are born and 
die in history. " 
 ((defined-by-view :type View)
  (has-exemplar-theory :type theory)
  (has-methodology :type method)))

(def-class generic-field-of-study (Problem-area)
"++PhiloSurfical : Field of study defined extensionally."
 ((defined-by-view :type view)))

(def-rule generic-field-rule
(defined-by-view ?GF ?V) if (generic-field-of-study ?GF)
 (has-sub-area ?GF ?F)
          (defined-by-view ?F ?V)

(def-class Humanistic-discipline (generic-field-of-study)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class Scientific-discipline (generic-field-of-study)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class Branch-of-philosophy (Humanistic-discipline)
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"++PhiloSurfical : The set of established research areas in 
philosophy, classic subjects of teaching and investigation.We have 
taken most of them are taken from Wordnet and from http://
www.routledge.com/Philosophy/subjects")

;;;;;;;;;;;;; P R O B L E M 

(def-class Problem (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : the start of a philosophical enquiry"
 ((contains-concept :type concept)
  (has-problem-type :type problem-type)
  (exists-in-area :type Problem-area)
  (has-supportive-view :type View) 
  (related-to-problem :type Problem)
  (derives-from-problem :type Problem)
  (has-equivalent-meaning-as :type problem)
  (defined-by-argument :type Argument)
  (is-tackled-by-argument :type Argument)
  (is-tackled-by-View :type View) 
  (attacks-View :type View)
  (linked-to-fact :type Temporal-entity)))

(def-class existence-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Does X exist?'"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 1)))  

(def-class existence-as-concrete-problem (existence-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X concrete/real?'")

(def-class existence-as-abstract-problem (existence-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X abstract?'")

(def-class definitory-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'What is X?'"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 1))) 

(def-class definitory-problem-essence (definitory-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'what are the characteristic 
traits X has?'")

(def-class definitory-problem-attribute (definitory-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'what are the attributes X 
has?'")

(def-class composition-problem (definitory-problem-essence)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'What is X composed of?")

(def-class functional-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'What is the function of X?'"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 1))) 

(def-class purpose-problem (functional-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'What is the purpose of X?'") 

(def-class relational-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'What is the relation between X 
and Y?'"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 2))) 

(def-class dependence-problem (relational-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Are X and Y dependent?'")
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(def-class dependence-cause-problem (dependence-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X the cause of Y?'")

(def-class dependence-effect-problem (dependence-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X the effect of Y?'")

(def-class independence-problem (relational-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X independent from Y?'")

(def-class equality-problem (relational-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X equal to Y?'")

(def-class difference-problem (relational-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'Is X different from Y?'")

(def-class modality-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem about the degree of certainty X is likely 
to happen, or not"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 1)))

(def-class necessity-problem (modality-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'is X necessary?'")

(def-class possibility-prolem (modality-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'is X possible?'")

(def-class contingency-problem (modality-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'is X contingent?'")

(def-class impossibility-problem (modality-problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'is X impossible?'")

(def-class factual-problem (Problem)
"++PhiloSurfical : Problem of the kind 'how, in what way does X 
happen, or manifests itself?"
 ((contains-concept :type Concept :cardinality 1)))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;   A R G U M E N T   S T R U C T U R E   

(def-class Argument-Structure (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : Class used to group all the argument-related 
entities"
 ((associated-to-view :type View)
  (has-associated-concept :type concept)
  (has-associated-event :type argumentation)
  (has-associated-experiment :type experiment)))

(def-class Argument (Argument-Structure)
"++PhiloSurfical : Reification of the argumentation class - it 
represents the famous argumentative knots in the history of 
philosophy"
 ((uses-method :type argumentative-method)
  (has-argument-part :type argument-part)))

(def-class Inductive-argument (Argument)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
 ((uses-method :type inductive-method)))

(def-class Deductive-argument (Argument)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
 ((uses-method :type deductive-method)))
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(def-class abductive-argument (Argument)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")
 ((uses-method :type abductive-method)))

(def-class Argument-part (Argument-Structure)
"++PhiloSurfical : Statements or sets of statements having a logical 
value within an argument."
 ((belongs-to-argument :type Argument)))

(def-class Assumption (Argument-part)
"++PhiloSurfical : Proposition that does not necessarily have a 
demonstration, but that is taken as true. E.g. the assumption of 
'goodness of god' in Descartes. In such cases, it is quite close to a 
view, a principle."
 ((assumed-in-theory :type Theory)
  (assumed-in-School-of-thought :type School-of-thought)
  (developed-in :type Demonstration)))

(def-class Hypothesis (assumption)
"++PhiloSurfical : Assumption that is used in an argument, 
specifically in a science-related one (experimental). It implicitly 
supposes that the hypothesis will be proven true or false by the 
experiment."
 ((used-in-experiment :type experiment)))

(def-class Demonstration (Argument-part)
"++PhiloSurfical : The propositions describing the middle steps in the 
argumentation"
 ((develops-premise :type Hypothesis)
  (produces-conclusion :type Thesis)))

(def-class Conclusion (Argument-part)
"++PhiloSurfical : Propositions related to the conclusion of an 
argument. Here there is some implicit overlap with the meaning of 
thesis, which is a view. We have not formalized this relation yet."
 ((produced-by-demonstration :type Demonstration)))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;    M E T H O D    

(def-class Method (Philosophical-idea)
"++PhiloSurfical : A recognized philosophical methodology, abstract or 
practical. It can be mapped to Dolce's procedures"
 ((is-used-by-view :type View)
  (used-by-argument :type argument)
  (is-defined-by-view :type View))) 

(def-class Abstract-method (Method)
"++PhiloSurfical : A procedure of reasoning or an abstract 
methodology. For example, the dialectic method in Plato, the epoche' 
in Husserl, Baco's scientific method or the absolute doubt of 
Descates")

(def-class Practical-method (Method)
"++PhiloSurfical : A practical doctrine of life, such as the non-
violence doctrine of Gandhi, or the ascetism in Schopenauer ")
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(def-class logical-mathematical-method (abstract-method)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class algorithm (logical-mathematical-method)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class rule-of-inference (abstract-method)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class fallacy (rule-of-inference)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class argumentative-method (abstract-method)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

(def-class deductive-method argumentative-method)
(def-class inductive-method argumentative-method)
(def-class abductive-method argumentative-method)

(def-class Precept (Practical-method) 
"++PhiloSurfical : A rule of personal conduct, like a commandment in 
Christianity or the five precepts in buddism")

(def-class Scientific-method (Practical-method)
"++PhiloSurfical : A rule of personal conduct, like a commandment in 
Christianity or the five precepts in buddism")

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;    R E T H O R I C A L    F I G U R E     

(def-class Rhetorical-figure (Philosophical-idea) 
"++PhiloSurfical : A proposition that uses some literary figure to 
express or hint at its meaning"
 ((used-in-argument :type Argument)
  (used-in-View :type View)))

(def-class Maxime (Rhetorical-figure) ;; 
"++PhiloSurfical : Short statement expressing a general truth or rule 
of conduct. Examples are -amor fati- or -adequatio intellectus ad rem- 
or -cogito ergo sum-"
 ((explains-metaphorically :type View)))

(def-class Metaphor (Rhetorical-figure)
"++PhiloSurfical : Any Philosophical-idea that means something in a 
not-direct manner, e.g. through some analogy"
 ((explains-metaphorically :type View)))

(def-class Analogy (metaphor)
"++PhiloSurfical : ...")

(def-class Myth (Metaphor)
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"++PhiloSurfical : The myth of the cave in Plato"
 ((explains-metaphorically :type View)))

(def-class Thought-experiment (Rhetorical-figure)
"++PhiloSurfical : The twin earth of Putnam, or the Chinese room of 
Searle..")

(def-class Example (Rhetorical-figure)
"++PhiloSurfical : ...")

(def-class counter-example (example)
"++PhiloSurfical : ")

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;  
;;; end of classes specification
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;; functions for operating with the ontology
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; ++++
;; generic ocml functions

(defun has-granfather? (inst-name granpa)
"From an instance, checks if has a class among its fathers"
(if (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-name)
    (let* ((inst (first (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-
name)))
           (parent (parent-class inst)))
      (if (or 
           (equal parent (get-ocml-class granpa))
           (subclass-of* parent (list (get-ocml-class granpa))))
          t
        nil))))

(defun has-father? (inst-name father)
(if (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-name)
      (let* ((inst (first (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-
name)))
             (parent (parent-class inst)))
         (if (equal parent (get-ocml-class father))
             t
           nil))))

(defun get-father-from-instance (inst-name)
"From the *name* of an instance it gets the *name* of the father"
(let ((result ""))
  (if (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-name)
      (let* ((inst (first (find-all-current-instances-named-x inst-
name)))
             (parent (parent-class inst)))
        (setq result (format nil "~S" (name parent))))
    (setq result "unknown type"))
  result))

(defun my-slot-values (instance slot)
"wrapper for the ocml original function: mine takes just the instance 
name and the slot name, returns a list"
  (let ((resulto nil))
    (setf resulto  (get-slot-values (first (find-all-current-
instances-named-x instance)) slot))
    resulto))
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(defun common-name (instance-name)
"checks if it is an idea, and if it is outputs the common name (if 
there is one, otherwise NIL) - instead if it is a person, tries to 
output the <identified-by> value...."
(let ((is-idea (not (not (instance-of? instance-name 'philosophical-
idea))))
      (is-person (not (not (instance-of? instance-name 'person))))
      (is-organization (not (not (instance-of? instance-name 
'organization))))
      (is-informationobject (not (not (instance-of? instance-name 
'information-object))))
      (result nil))
  (if is-idea
      (setf result (first (setofall '?x `(HAS-COMMON-NAME ,instance-
name ?x)))))
  (if is-person
      (setf result (first (setofall '?x `(is-identified-by ,instance-
name ?x)))))
  (if is-organization
      (setf result (first (setofall '?x `(is-identified-by ,instance-
name ?x)))))
  (if is-informationobject
      (setf result (first (setofall '?x `(is-identified-by ,instance-
name ?x)))))
  result))

(defun has-surname? (instance-name)
  (if (instance-of? instance-name 'person)
      (first (setofall '?x `(HAS-surname ,instance-name ?x)))))

(defun has-name? (instance-name)
  (if (instance-of? instance-name 'person)
      (first (setofall '?x `(HAS-name ,instance-name ?x)))))

(defun find-ideas-with-name (name)  ;; &optional (view 'first-
wittgenstein-philosophy)
"Just returns a LIST of the instances of ideas with a given COMMON-
NAME"
(let ((ideas (setofall '?x `(and (philosophical-idea ?x) (has-common-
name ?x ,name)))))
  ideas))

(defun string-description (anything)
"Give the string description of an idea - i.e. the value of the has-
description slot in most cases, or alternatively the value of the has-
note slot"
(let ((desc1 (setofall '?d `(has-description ,anything ?d)))
      (desc2 (setofall '?d `(has-note ,anything ?d)))
      (result nil))
  (if desc1
      (setf result (first desc1))
    (if desc2
        (setf result (first desc2))
      (setf result "No description")))
  result))
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;; e.g. (what-url? (first (all-io-about-x "I")))
(defun what-url? (entity)
(if (exists? entity)
    (my-slot-values entity 'HAS-URI)))

;; +++
;; functions to manipulate sentences and texts
;; +++

;; gets an ordered list of the numbers of the sentences part-of an 
expression
(defun get-tractatus-paragraphs-numbers ( &optional (expression 
'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Just gets all the numbers of the tractatus sentences -by default-, 
and orders them"
  (let* ((raw-listt (setofall '?x `(and (sentence ?p) (part-of-
expression ?p ,expression) (has-number-reference ?p ?x))))
         (good-listt nil))
    (dolist (item (sort raw-listt #'<))
      (push item good-listt))
    (reverse good-listt)))

(defun get-sentences-numbers (sentences)
"From a list of sentences, outputs as ordered list of their numbers"
  (if (listp sentences)
      (let ((output nil))
        (dolist (sentence sentences)
          (push (first (setofall '?x `(has-number-
reference ,sentence ?x))) output))
        (sort output #'<))))

;;  extract the string content of a sentence
(defun sentence-string-content (sentence &optional (expression 
'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Just outputs the string content of a sentence" 
(if (setofall '?x `(sentence ,sentence))  ;;if the sentence exists
    (let ((content ""))
      (setf content (format nil "~a" 
                            (first (setofall '?x `(and 
(sentence ,sentence) (part-of-expression ,sentence ,expression) (has-
string-content ,sentence ?x))))))
      content)))

(defun sentence-string-content-from-number (number &optional 
(expression 'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Just outputs the string content of a sentence, from a number (it 
could be constructed from get-sentence-number + sentence-string-
content" 
(if (numberp number)
    (let ((content ""))
      (setf content (format nil "~a" 
                            (first (setofall '?x `(and (sentence ?s) 
(part-of-expression ?s ,expression) (has-number-reference ?s ,number) 
(has-string-content ?s ?x))))))
      content)))
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(defun get-sentence-from-number (number &optional (expression 
'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"gets the sentence instance, from the reference number"
(if (numberp number)
    (let ((sentence nil))
      (setf sentence
            (first (setofall '?x `(and (sentence ?x) (part-of-
expression ?x ,expression) (has-number-reference ?x ,number)))))
      sentence)))

;;e.g. (get-sentences-from-numbers (extract-interval (get-tractatus-
paragraphs-numbers) 1 2))
(defun get-sentences-from-numbers (numbers &optional (expression 
'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"same as above, but for a list of numbers"
 (let ((sentences nil))
   (dolist (number numbers)
     (push (get-sentence-from-number number expression) sentences))
   (reverse sentences)))

;; ++++
;; functions that return an interpretation object
;; +++++

;; returns the interpretation objects  about an information object

(defun find-interpretation-of-io (io &optional (author 'michele-
pasin))
"Find the interpretations-objects of a given sentence, given that they 
are part of an expression"
(if io
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?i `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,io)))))
     interpretation))) 

;; returns the interpretation objects  about a sentence

(defun find-interpretation-of-sentence (sentence &optional (author 
'michele-pasin) (expression 'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Find the interpretations-objects of a given sentence, given that they 
are part of an expression"
(if sentence
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?i `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,sentence) (part-of-
expression ,sentence ,expression)))))
     interpretation))) 

;; returns the interpretations object about an idea

(defun find-interpretation-of-idea (idea &optional (author 'michele-
pasin))
"Find the interpretation of a given idea"
(if idea
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?i `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,idea)))))
     interpretation))) 
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(defun find-interpretation-of-idea-named (name &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Find the interpretation of a given idea, given its common name"
(if name
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?i `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ?idea) (has-common-name ?
idea ,name)))))
     interpretation)))

;; returns the whole set of tractatus' sentences interpretations

(defun findall-interpretations (&optional (author 'michele-pasin) 
(expression 'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Basically finds all the interpreations-contents related to the 
tractatus, returns the PROPOSITIONS directly"
(let ((result nil))
  (setf result (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-out-
by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ?s)  (part-of-expression ?s ,expression) 
(has-interpretation ?i ?x))))
  result))

(defun findall-interpretations-of-type (type  &optional (author 
'michele-pasin) (expression 'Tractatus-pears-english-version))
"Basically finds all the interpreations=metadata related to the 
tractatus, of a particular type e.g. theory"
(let ((result nil))
  (setf result (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-out-
by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ?s)  (part-of-expression ?s ,expression) 
(has-interpretation ?i ?x) (,type ?x) )))
  result))

;; ++++
;; inverse: functions that return the sentence, given the VALUE of an 
interpretation object
;; +++++

(defun find-sentences-interpreted-as (interpretation  &optional 
(author 'michele-pasin))
"Find all the sentences where a proposition is defined as 
interpretation - outputs an ordered list"
( i f i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ; ; ( s e t o f a l l ' ? x ` ( p r o p o s i t i o n a l -
content ,interpretation))  not doable for now
    (let ((sentences (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-
out-by ?i ,author)  (has-interpretation ?i ,interpretation) 
(interprets ?i ?x)))))
      (sort sentences #'string-lessp))))

(defun find-sentences-interpreted-as-name (name  &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"From the COMMON-NAME of an idea/proposition, finds all the sentences 
where a proposition is defined as interpretation - outputs an ordered 
list"
(let ((sentences (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-out-
by ?i ,author)  (has-interpretation ?i ?int) (has-common-name ?
int ,name) (interprets ?i ?x)))))
  (sort sentences #'string-lessp)))
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;; ++++
;; functions that return the VALUE of an interpretation object
;; +++++

;; given an information object

;; ****** the one to be used with the encyclopedia data
;;e.g. (find-io-whats-about 'DICTIONARY-OF-PHILOSOPHY-PUBLICATION-
G7509)
(defun find-io-whats-about (io &optional (author 'michele-pasin))
"The is-about-entity slot is a generic descirption of the content of 
the object"
(if io
    (let ((aboutof (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-
out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,io) (is-about-entity ?i ?x)))))
     aboutof))) 

(defun find-io-interpretation-content (io &optional (author 'michele-
pasin))
"Here it gets the propositional content, value of has-interpretation 
slot"
(if io
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,io) (has-interpretation ?
i ?x)))))
     interpretation)))

;; inverse - from a content

(defun all-io-interpretations-about-x (entity &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Return interpretation objects"
(if entity
    (let ((result (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?x) (carried-
out-by ?x ,author) (is-about-entity ?x ,entity)))))
      result)))

;;(all-io-about-x "I")
(defun all-io-about-x (entity &optional (author 'michele-pasin))
"It's a generic function, but still the about slot-value must MATCH 
EXACTLY the entity value"
(if entity 
    (let ((interpretations (all-io-interpretations-about-x entity 
author))
          (result '()))
      (dolist (interpretation interpretations)
        (setf result (append (my-slot-values interpretation 
'INTERPRETS) result)))
      result)))

;;;;;;;;
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;; +++++++++++++ string similarity functions
;;;;;;;

;; this function looks only for the repetition of characters.. not 
'semantically' very useful! 
(defun all-aboutvalues-similar-to-x (string limit &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
(if string
    (let ((result nil)
          (potential-x (setofall '?e `(and (interpretation ?x) 
(carried-out-by ?x ,author) (is-about-entity ?x ?e)))))
      (dolist (i potential-x)
        (if (cl-user::char-word-similarity? string i limit)
            (setf result (append (list i) result))))
      (sort result #'string-lessp))))

;; this function looks for repetitions of the words: makes much more 
sense
(defun all-aboutvalues-words-similar-to-x (string &optional (limit 0) 
(author 'michele-pasin))
(if string
    (let ((result nil)
          (potential-x (setofall '?e `(and (interpretation ?x) 
(carried-out-by ?x ,author) (is-about-entity ?x ?e)))))
      (dolist (i potential-x)
        (if (cl-user::morph-sentence-similarity? string i 
limit)    ;;cl-user::good-word-similarity? for letter-similarity..
            (setf result (append (list i) result))))
      (sort result #'string-lessp))))

(defun word-also-dealt-with-in (string &optional (limit 0) (author 
'michele-pasin))
(if (all-aboutvalues-words-similar-to-x string limit author)
    (let ((result nil))
      (dolist (word (all-aboutvalues-words-similar-to-x string limit 
author))
        (let* ((inf-objs (all-io-about-x word))
              (publisher (setofall '?x `(was-made-by ,(first inf-
objs) ?x ))))
          (setf result (append result (list `(,word ,(first inf-
objs) ,publisher))))))
      result)))

;; ++++
;; functions to find out all interpretations-values of an expression 
(sentence)

;; given a sentence(s)

(defun find-sentence-interpretation (sentence &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Find the interpretation-content of a given sentence // if there are 
more interpretations, it returns all the contents, and gets rid of the 
double values - e.g. (find-sentence-interpretation 'sentence-1)"
(if sentence
    (let ((interpretation (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) 
(carried-out-by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,sentence) (has-
interpretation ?i ?x)))))
     interpretation))) 
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(defun findmany-sentences-interpretations (sentences &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Find interpretation-content of a set of sentences - takes a list and 
outputs a list of lists"
(if (listp sentences)
    (let ((interpretations nil))
       (dolist (sentence sentences)
         (push (setofall '?x `(and (interpretation ?i) (carried-out-
by ?i ,author) (interprets ?i ,sentence) (has-interpretation ?i ?x))) 
interpretations))
       interpretations)))

;; +++
;; functions that gives all the interpretation VALUES of an 
INTERPRETATION and/or IDEA  (not a sentence!)

;; from an INTERPRETATION

(defun find-interpretation-content (interpretation)
"Done especially for idea-interpretations // Outputs a list of pairs, 
containing the slot and the interpretation value - I DECIDED what are 
the interpretations to output!!!"
(if (not (not (instance-of? interpretation 'interpretation)))
    (let ((whatidea (get-father-from-instance interpretation))
          (result nil))
      (cond 

       ((equal whatidea "CONCEPT-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA HAS-RELATED-CONCEPT 
HAS-OPPOSITE-CONCEPT SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-WITH IS-SPECIALIZATION-OF 
IS-GENERALIZATION-OF IS-EQUIVALENT-TO REQUIRES-CONCEPT CAUSES-
CONCEPT)))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
                                                                     
            ((equal whatidea "METHOD-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH SUPPORTS-VIEW )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))

        
            ((equal whatidea "RHETORICAL-FIGURE-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH ASSOCIATED-WITH )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
           
            ((equal whatidea "ARGUMENT-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH DEFINES-PROBLEM TACKLES-PROBLEM CONTRASTS-IDEA SUPPORTS-IDEA )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
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                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
            
            ((equal whatidea "PROBLEM-AREA-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH HAS-SUB-AREA SUB-AREA-OF RELATED-TO-AREA )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
             
            ((equal whatidea "PROBLEM-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH HAS-RESOLUTIVE-METHOD HAS-EQUIVALENT-MEANING-AS DERIVES-FROM-
PROBLEM RELATED-TO-PROBLEM IS-TACKLED-BY-ARGUMENT DEFINED-BY-ARGUMENT 
IS-TACKLED-BY-VIEW HAS-SUPPORTIVE-VIEW ATTACKS-VIEW LINKED-TO-FACT  
EXISTS-IN-AREA HAS-PROBLEM-TYPE)))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
             
            ((equal whatidea "DISTINCTION-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH RELATED-TO-PROBLEM )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
             
            ((equal whatidea "SCHOOL-OF-THOUGHT-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH HAS-MAIN-EXPONENT HAS-EXEMPLAR-THEORY CLASSIFIES-VIEW HAS-MAIN-
THESIS HAS-EXEMPLAR-DOCUMENT HAS-OPPOSING-ARGUMENT HAS-SUPPORTING-
ARGUMENT OPPOSES-VIEW SUPPORTS-VIEW INFLUENCED-BY-VIEW  INFLUENCES-
VIEW  ATTACKED-BY-PROBLEM TACKLES-PROBLEM TYPIFIES INTERPRETS-FACT 
USES-IDEA  DEFINES-CONCEPT )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
             
            ((equal whatidea "PHILOSOPHICAL-SYSTEM-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH HAS-THESIS HAS-THEORY DEFINES-METHOD PART-OF-SCHOOL HAS-EXEMPLAR-
DOCUMENT HAS-OPPOSING-ARGUMENT HAS-SUPPORTING-ARGUMENT OPPOSES-VIEW 
SUPPORTS-VIEW INFLUENCED-BY-VIEW  INFLUENCES-VIEW  ATTACKED-BY-PROBLEM 
TACKLES-PROBLEM TYPIFIES INTERPRETS-FACT USES-IDEA DEFINES-CONCEPT)))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
             
            ((equal whatidea "THEORY-INTERPRETATION")
             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH HAS-THESIS DEFINES-METHOD PART-OF-SYSTEM PART-OF-SCHOOL PART-OF-
THEORY HAS-EXEMPLAR-DOCUMENT HAS-OPPOSING-ARGUMENT HAS-SUPPORTING-
ARGUMENT OPPOSES-VIEW SUPPORTS-VIEW INFLUENCED-BY-VIEW  INFLUENCES-
VIEW  ATTACKED-BY-PROBLEM TACKLES-PROBLEM TYPIFIES INTERPRETS-FACT 
USES-IDEA DEFINES-CONCEPT  )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result)))))
            
            ((equal whatidea "THESIS-INTERPRETATION")
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             (let ((slots '(IS-RELATED-TO-IDEA SIMILAR-TO CONTRASTS-
WITH PART-OF-SYSTEM PART-OF-SCHOOL PART-OF-THEORY PART-OF-THESISHAS-
EXEMPLAR-DOCUMENT HAS-OPPOSING-ARGUMENT HAS-SUPPORTING-ARGUMENT 
OPPOSES-VIEW SUPPORTS-VIEW INFLUENCED-BY-VIEW  INFLUENCES-VIEW  
ATTACKED-BY-PROBLEM TACKLES-PROBLEM TYPIFIES INTERPRETS-FACT USES-IDEA 
DEFINES-CONCEPT  )))
               (dolist (slot slots)
                 (if (my-slot-values interpretation slot)
                     (push (list slot (my-slot-values interpretation 
slot)) result))))))
            
            result)))

;; from an IDEA
(defun find-idea-interpretation-content (idea &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Reifies find-interpretation-content in a function which takes an idea 
as input"
(let ((interpretations (find-interpretation-of-idea idea author))
      (*package* (find-package "OCML")) ;; misterious HACK 
      (result nil))
  (dolist (interpretation interpretations)
    (push (find-interpretation-content interpretation) result))
  result))
    

;;+++
;; functions for philosophy-tree related information

(defun next-advisor-up (person &optional (list nil))
"Takes the instance-name of a person, and outputs a list of the 
advisors tree"
  (if person
      (let ((advisor (first (setofall '?x `(and (person ,person) 
(learning-at-institution ?l) (degree-of-study ?l PHD) (has-learner ?
l ,person) (has-teacher ?l ?x))))))
        (push advisor list)  
        (next-advisor-up advisor list))
    (reverse (rest list)))) ;; rest for eliminating the final nil

(defun all-phd-students (person)
"Takes the instance-name of a person, and outputs a list of its 
students"
  (if person
      (let ((students (setofall '?x `(and (person ,person) (learning-
at-institution ?l) (degree-of-study ?l PHD) (has-teacher ?l ,person) 
(has-learner ?l ?x)))))
        students)))
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;; +++++
;; functions for creating instances of  tractatus interpretations
;; ++++

;; e.g. also (interpret-tract-sentences 1 1 '(value1))
(defun interpret-tract-sentences (bottom top values)
"Useful wrapper: gets two numbers and a list of values to be used for 
interpreting the interval of sentences'numbers - specific for the 
tractatus"
(interpret-sentences-as 
 (get-sentences-from-numbers (extract-interval (get-tractatus-
paragraphs-numbers) bottom top))
 values))

  
;; this can be used for non-continuous sentences 
;; ---> (interpret-sentences-as '(1 2) '(fact))
(defun interpret-sentences-as (sentences values &optional (author 
'michele-pasin))
"Accepts a list of sentences, and a list of values, and outputs a 
string with the instantions of every sentence interpreted with ALL the 
values"
  (let ((result ""))
    (dolist (sentence sentences)
      (setq result (format nil "~A~2%(def-instance int-~A-~A  
expression-interpretation ~%((carried-out-by ~a)~% (interprets 
sentence-~A)~% (has-interpretation  ~A)))"     
                           result 
                           sentence
                           (gensym)
                           author
                           sentence
                           (let ((result ""))
                             (dolist (value values)
                               (setq result (format nil "~a ~a" result 
value)))
                             result))))
    result))

;; howto:   (extract-interval (get-tractatus-paragraphs-numbers) 1 2)
(defun extract-interval (orderedlist bottom up)
"Given an ordered list and two limits, outputs a new list with all the 
elements within those limits"
  (let ((newlist nil))
    (dolist (el orderedlist)
      (if (and (>= el bottom)
               (<= el up))
          (push el newlist)))
    (reverse newlist)))
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